Unique Auctions Catalogue 01 Jan 2021
1

A natural amethyst long necklace. £70.00 - £90.00

2

A vintage amber necklace. £60.00 - £80.00

26

A silver pendant necklace. £15.00 - £25.00

3

A diamond and ruby ring with four circular set
rubies, ten circular cut diamonds in band design,
14 carat gold, size N. £180.00 - £220.00

27

A pair of 9ct gold earrings fashioned as daffodils.
4.5 grams. £25.00 - £35.00

28

4 pairs of silver earrings. £20.00 - £30.00

4

A diamond and sapphire oval cluster ring in 9ct
white yellow gold, size L. £100.00 - £150.00

29

3 pairs of 9ct gold earrings set cubic zirconia's.
£20.00 - £30.00

5

A single stone diamond in a textured gold band,
hall marked Birmingham 1979, size K. £180.00 £220.00

30

A pair of pearl pendant earrings fashioned as
bunches of grapes. £15.00 - £25.00

6

A sentimental hair bangle, 19th century with gold
inserts, stamped 9ct gold and complete with
safety chain. £80.00 - £120.00

31

4 pairs of silver earrings. £20.00 - £30.00

32

A silver ring set turquoise stone,size U. £15.00 £25.00

7

A gentleman's diamond and onyx ring circa 1970's
in 10ct gold?, D initial, total weight 6 grams, size
Q. £250.00 - £300.00

33

A long silver chain, 20 grams. £15.00 - £25.00

34

A pair of 9ct gold earrings, 7 grams. £20.00 £30.00

8

A Diamond and ruby cluster ring in a 9ct gold
shank, size N. £80.00 - £120.00

35

A 9ct gold fob and a 9ct gold cross on a 9ct gold
chain, 5.5 grams without fob. £30.00 - £50.00

9

A ruby and sapphire open Welsh gold work ring in
a wide band in 9ct gold, size M. £220.00 - £250.00

36

A 9ct gold ladies Avia wrist watch on 9ct gold
bracelet, total weight 13.6 grams. £40.00 - £60.00

10

A rose quartz necklace with silver clasp. £50.00 £80.00

37

A good lot of necklaces, bracelets and
wristwatches. £15.00 - £25.00

11

A garnet ring in a oval setting hall marked for
Birmingham 1971. Size O. £70.00 - £90.00

38

In excess of 15 pairs of earrings. £15.00 - £25.00

39

12

Six silver rings including a Claddagh ring. £60.00 £80.00

A 9ct gold bracelet and 2 pairs of 9ct gold
earrings, 4.7 grams. £20.00 - £30.00

40

13

A diamond twist ring in 9ct gold. £80.00 - £120.00

A 10k gold 'Mother' pendant on a 9ct gold chain.
5.7 grams. £25.00 - £35.00

14

A collection of circa 1970/80's cuffs and bangles in
different styles and materials together with a
brooch. £70.00 - £90.00

41

Approximately 9 grams of 9ct gold including cuff
links. £20.00 - £30.00

42

15

A mixed lot of jewellery including silver. £70.00 £90.00

A 9ct gold wedding ring, size W, 4.5 grams.
£20.00 - £30.00

43

16

A 9ct gold ring set garnets, size T. £20.00 - £30.00

A 22ct gold wedding ring, size L, 3.5 grams.
£30.00 - £50.00

17

An 18ct gold ring set amethyst coloured stone,
size T. £30.00 - £50.00

44

A 22 ct gold wedding ring, size M, 5.2 grams.
£30.00 - £50.00

18

A 9ct gold ring set large blue stone, size T. £20.00
- £30.00

45

A 9ct gold bracelet with padlock but no clasp. 4.5
grams. £20.00 - £30.00

19

A 9ct gold ring in a floral design, size U. £20.00 £30.00

46

2 9ct gold ring, 4.2 grams. £20.00 - £30.00

47

A 9ct gold bracelet, 30.5 grams. £50.00 - £80.00

20

A 9ct gold bracelet with 5 St. George medallions
and a matching pair of pendant earrings. 12.5
grams. £30.00 - £50.00

48

An unmarked yellow metal Edwardian pendant on
chains, 9.5 grams. £30.00 - £50.00

21

A pair of 9ct gold earrings, 4 grams. £15.00 £25.00

49

A Tortoise shell cigarette case with gold
monogram and silver hinge, dated May 6th 1925.
£30.00 - £50.00

22

A pair of 9ct gold earrings, 5.5 grams. £15.00 £25.00

50

A long strand of pearls with gold clasp. £100.00 £150.00

23

A pair of 9ct gold earrings, 3 grams. £15.00 £25.00

51

24

A pair of 9ct gold earrings, 6 grams. £15.00 £25.00

A gentleman's 9ct gold ring with a gold eagle
inserted into an onyx base, gold open work
shoulders, hall marked for Birmingham, size R.
Total weight 5 grams. £180.00 - £220.00

25

A 9ct gold bangle, 9.5 grams. (small dint). £20.00

52

A gold ring with an emblem of George and the
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- £30.00

dragon, hall marked for Birmingham, total weight
3.2 grams. Size M. £120.00 - £150.00

74

A silver ladies wrist watch set with marcasite,
circa 1940/50's, in working order. £50.00 - £70.00

53

A vintage 5 stone diamond and opal ring in 18ct
gold and set in platinum, size L half. £80.00 £120.00

75

A sapphire set cluster ring in texture 9ct gold
band, circa 1970's, size J half. £80.00 - £120.00

76

54

A very unusual design blue topaz and diamond
ring in 9ct gold. Four pear shaped topaz's
surrounding centre stone. Size R. £150.00 £180.00

A large bead amber necklace with 9ct gold clasp.
£80.00 - £120.00

77

A vintage opaline set bracelet in silver. £60.00 £80.00

78

A gold locket with engraved front and plain back,
dated London 19.7 grams with attached yellow
metal chain. (Locket 4.7 grams). £100.00 - £120.00

79

A hand painted vintage Prasiolite necklace with
rose quartz etc., together with a necklace of long
jade beads. £80.00 - £120.00

80

Six pairs of pendant earrings including amber,
topaz etc together with 3 silver rings, brooches
etc., £70.00 - £90.00

81

A Longines wrist watch in yellow metal together
with a collection of other watches including pocket
watch. £80.00 - £120.00

82

Two vintage vanity purses, circa 1940's, one in gilt
metal with 'Anne' engraved on front with mesh
metal strap, one in leather with a Putti on a
dolphin clasp (a/f) together with 8 vintage powder
compacts. £60.00 - £80.00

83

A large quantity of interesting jewellery including
brooches, rings, bangles etc., some silver and
other materials. £50.00 - £70.00

84

Ten necklaces in the art deco style, agate stone
attached to beads. £50.00 - £80.00

85

A circa 1950's pearl set wedding tiara with long
veil. £80.00 - £120.00

86

A 9ct gold eternity ring, size K. £25.00 - £35.00

87

An 18ct gold stone diamond 40pt ring. Size L.
£80.00 - £120.00

88

An 18ct yellow gold 8 stone diamond 35pt ring,
size I. £80.00 - £120.00

89

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond 39pr ring,
size M half. £80.00 - £120.00

55

A quality smoky quartz heavy silver pendant and
chain with attached heart charm. Total weight 80
grams. £120.00 - £150.00

56

A fancy silver open work pendant with attached
silver chain and set with pink/grey banded agate,
circa 1970's. £80.00 - £120.00

57

A 3 stone diamond and amethyst ring in a cluster
style, deep colour amethyst in a gold tested
shank. Size P. £150.00 - £180.00

58

A three stone baguette diamond and tanzanite ring
in white gold, size P. £160.00 - £180.00

59

A fancy gold work pendant set with 9 smoky
quartz in oval mount with attached 9ct gold chain,
total weight 8.1 grams. £180.00 - £220.00

60

An antique ruby and diamond brooch in 15 carat
hall marked gold with attached safety chain.
£180.00 - £220.00

61

A pair of antique earrings in yellow metal. £50.00 £80.00

62

A vintage porcelain plaque brooch on a young by
in tones of blues and set in a jet surround. £50.00 £80.00

63

A pair of 9ct gold pendant earrings as music
scores with silver shepherd hook fittings. £90.00 £130.00

64

A silver and amber oval pendant fitted to a collar
chain. £25.00 - £35.00

65

A silver charm bracelet and 4 further silver
bracelets. £50.00 - £80.00

66

A multi stone set bracelet in silver. £40.00 - £60.00

67

Four long rows of emerald beads, approximate
length per strand 4.5 feet. £40.00 - £60.00

90

An 18ct white gold 3 stone diamond 30pt ring,
size O. £80.00 - £120.00

68

A jade bangle. £60.00 - £80.00

91

69

A George Jensen brooch in silver 'Deer Amongst
Trees', with open work stylised setting, stamped
George Jensen, Denmark. £180.00 - £220.00

An 18ct yellow gold 3 stone diamond 35pt ring,
size P. £120.00 - £150.00

92

An 18ct white gold 2.5 carat diamond heart ring,
size G. £500.00 - £700.00

93

A 18ct floral diamond ring of 1.5 carats, size L
half. £350.00 - £450.00

94

An 18ct white gold and diamond floral spray
brooch. £300.00 - £400.00

95

A multi stone necklace, amethyst, cornelian etc.,
£40.00 - £60.00

An 18ct white gold and diamond pendant. £80.00 £120.00

96

An art nouveau belt circa 1890-1910 in silver
coloured metal with blue insets. £40.00 - £60.00

A large 18ct white gold pendant signed on back.
£600.00 - £800.00

97

A 14ct gold diamond and ruby ring with raised

70

Two Scottish silver multi agate brooches together
with a silver brooch and a silver pendant. £80.00 £120.00

71

A diamond and sapphire ring set with baguettes to
shoulders and round cuts in 9ct gold, size N.
£80.00 - £120.00

72
73
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centre, size S. £275.00 - £325.00

jewellery items. £80.00 - £120.00

98

A pair of 14ct white gold and diamond stud
earrings. £60.00 - £90.00

123

2 Ww1 medals dedicated to G-89416 Pte. W W
Mack, Middlesex Regiment. £40.00 - £60.00

99

A 9ct yellow gold opal and diamond ring, size L
half. £60.00 - £90.00

124

A pair of (test as 24ct gold) pendant earrings set
rubies. 10.4 grams. £40.00 - £60.00

100

A 9ct yellow gold oval opal ring, size O. £40.00 £60.00

125

A pendant (test and 24 ct gold) 2.6 grams. £30.00 £50.00

101

A white gold diamond and sapphire ring, size N
half. £80.00 - £120.00

126

A stone set floral design pendant (tests as 24ct
gold). £30.00 - £50.00

102

A 14ct white gold 1.75 emerald and 1.8 diamonds
ring, size P. £300.00 - £500.00

127

A cluster ring size O, (tests as 24ct gold). £40.00 £60.00

103

A yellow gold cluster diamond ring, size L. £80.00 - 128
£120.00

A fretwork ring, size N half, (tests a 24ct gold), 3.5
grams. £30.00 - £50.00

104

A yellow gold oval ruby and diamond ring, size O.
£80.00 - £120.00

129

A pair of pendant earrings, (test as 24 ct gold) 8.8
grams. £40.00 - £60.00

105

A unusual 9ct gold snake ring. Size N half. £80.00
- £120.00

130

A stone set brooch. ( tests as 24ct gold). £30.00 £50.00

106

An oval yellow gold and emerald ring, size K half.
£80.00 - £120.00

131

A necklace on long chain, (tests as 24ct gold) 30
grams. £50.00 - £80.00

107

An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring,
size M half. £150.00 - £180.00

132

A metal ring set white stone (tests as 24 ct gold)
size S. £40.00 - £60.00

108

A 9ct gold cluster ring, size O. £30.00 - £50.00

133

A 9ct gold cluster ring, size K half. £30.00 - £50.00

109

A silver necklace, a silver pendant on chain, a
silver cross, a silver coin bracelet and a shell
cameo brooch. £20.00 - £30.00

134

A ring set red stone, size T (tests as 24 ct gold).
£30.00 - £50.00

135

110

A pair of amethyst ear pendants in 9ct gold with
shepherds hook fittings. £50.00 - £80.00

A ring set red stone, size K, (tests as 24ct gold).
£30.00 - £50.00

136

A 1909 gold sovereign. £150.00 - £180.00

111

A banded agate Scottish brooch circa 1940's
together with a silver marcasite set bracelet.
£50.00 - £80.00

137

112

A gold ring set with Almandine garnet in oval
shape, 9ct gold, 4.7 g in total, size O. £70.00 £90.00

A silver medallion (War Time League 1942-3, 35th
Div.), a 1914-18 medal for 18413 Pte. L Hewitt
H.R.R.C., A hall marked silver vesta case, a silver
salt with blue glass liner, a silver and glass scent
bottle and a miniature mirror (not marked). £40.00 £60.00

113

A gem set quartz ring, heart designed shank,
dated London 1970's, 4 grams, 9ct gold, size N
half. £90.00 - £120.00

138

A set of 10 arts and crafts brass napkin rings with
multi coloured bead insets. £50.00 - £70.00

139

Ten vintage pen/fruit knives. £20.00 - £30.00

114

Two circa 1950's three stone diamond rings in 9ct
gold, size L and N. £80.00 - £120.00

140

A pretty silver bon bon dish, 145 grams. £25.00 £35.00

115

A vintage fancy work gold ring set with pale blue
stone. Open gold work sides, 8.9 grams in total,
size K. £80.00 - £0.00

141

116

A sapphire and white stone set cluster ring in 9ct
gold band, size I. £90.00 - £120.00

117

A 9ct gold diamond and blue topaz cluster ring in
gold band, size J. £90.00 - £120.00

A 9ct gold cased full hunter pocket watch, Swiss
movement No. 40502 by Thomas Russell & Son of
Liverpool. White enamelled dial, Roman numerals
with subsidiary seconds dial. The case by the
Eclipse Watch Company with Birmingham 1927
hallmark. 86 g gross inclusive of movement.
(lacks glass). £250.00 - £350.00

118

A pair of diamond and opal earrings in a cluster
design, gold set. £100.00 - £120.00

142

A rare and unusual carved ivory lobster (a/f) and an
ivory crochet hook. £30.00 - £50.00

119

A blue topaz ring in openwork band in 9ct gold,
size J. £60.00 - £90.00

143

A silver (925) snuff box and 2 others. £20.00 £30.00

120

A diamond and sapphire cluster ring in an oval
design, size K. £80.00 - £120.00

144

A heavily embossed continental silver cream jug
and sugar bowl, marked 800. £30.00 - £50.00

121

A Tanzanite and diamond ring in a twist design,
size L. £60.00 - £90.00

145

2 19th century mother of pearl card cases. £40.00 £60.00

122

A silver fob watch, a silver bangle and further

146

A wallet type mother of pearl card case. £40.00 -
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£60.00

ring, size Q. £600.00 - £800.00

147

A silver Jos. Wigmore sherry label, Birmingham
1836. £40.00 - £60.00

173

An 18ct gold sapphire and diamond ring, M half.
£400.00 - £600.00

148

A silver 1903 babies rattle with whistle. £40.00 £60.00

174

A 9ct gold white gold amethyst and diamond ring,
size R. £250.00 - £350.00

149

A silver 1906 babies rattle/teether and a silver
plate rattle as a policeman. £30.00 - £50.00

175

A 9ct gold Scottish rampant lion ring, size S. 2.6
grams. £25.00 - £35.00

150

2 silver napkin rings and a silver snuff box. £30.00 - 176
£50.00

A 9ct gold letter M pendant, 7 grams. £30.00 £50.00

151

A small Jaguar car mascot (sports model). £30.00
- £50.00

177

A 9ct gold 1920's ladies wrist watch. £150.00 £180.00

152

A bronzed fox car mascot and a 1930's S African
AA badge. £40.00 - £60.00

178

A 9ct gold ladies wrist watch. £40.00 - £60.00

179

153

2 19th century boxwood medical containers, one
for syringe, 1 for spare needles. £20.00 - £30.00

A 9ct white and yellow gold bracelet, 20 grams.
£250.00 - £350.00

180
An autograph with 1946/47 cricket related
signatures including Hammond, Woolley, Hardstaff 181
and South Africa touring. £20.00 - £30.00

A 9ct gold and aquamarine bangle, 10 grams
(some dints on inside). £25.00 - £35.00

155

A Victorian embroidered lace maids apron. £20.00
- £30.00

A 9ct gold and garnet ring, size R. £150.00 £180.00

156

A George 1 1724 half penny, A George III 1806 EF 183
farthing and a Lundy 1929 one puffin coin, all Irish.
184
£20.00 - £30.00

154

157

A 1933 twenty franc coin, 2 ten franc coins 1930 &
1936, a 1908 2 franc coin and a 1917 1 franc coin
£20.00 - £30.00

158

24 silver coins with holes in, 38 grams. £20.00 £30.00

159

4 cartwheel pennies and 22 other coins. £15.00 £25.00
Eleven USA silver coins including 1971 dollar and
1964 JFK stamp and coin set. £20.00 - £30.00

160

182

A pair of 9ct gold and aquamarine earrings. £15.00
- £25.00

A 9ct gold cameo ring, size L half. £20.00 - £30.00
A 9ct gold horse shoe ring, size M half, 5.5
grams. £30.00 - £50.00

185

A 9ct gold cameo pendant. £30.00 - £50.00

186

A 9ct rose gold and garnet ring size M. £30.00 £50.00

187

A 9ct gold blue stone dress ring, size P half.
£30.00 - £50.00

188

A 9ct gold green stone dress ring, size M. £30.00 £50.00

189

A 9ct gold faced watch. £20.00 - £30.00

161

Fifty crowns and 5 five shilling pieces. £15.00 £25.00

190

A 9ct gold and amethyst large dress ring, size O.
£30.00 - £50.00

162

58 foreign bank notes. £20.00 - £30.00

191

163

A selection of old tokens, pennies and half
pennies. £20.00 - £30.00

A 9ct gold and smoky quartz dress ring, size Q.
£30.00 - £50.00

192

A 9ct gold and pink stone dress ring, size N.
£30.00 - £50.00

164

Twenty V E day first day covers. £20.00 - £30.00

165

A large quantity of half crowns, florins, sixpences
and three penny bits. £15.00 - £25.00

193

A 9ct gold and garnet dress ring, size R half.
£30.00 - £50.00

166

Approximately 5 kilos of mixed UK and foreign
coins. £15.00 - £25.00

194

A 9ct gold and quartz dress ring. £30.00 - £50.00

195

Approximately 5 kilos of foreign coins. £15.00 £25.00

A 9ct gold and garnet round dress ring, size L.
£30.00 - £50.00

196

A 9ct gold locket and chain. 8.8 grams. £30.00 £50.00

A 9ct gold and small diamond ring, size M. £30.00
- £50.00

197

An 18ct gold Victorian mourning locket. 21.5
grams. £500.00 - £700.00

A 9ct gold diamond and sapphire dress ring, size
P. £30.00 - £50.00

198

A 9ct gold dress ring, size P half. £30.00 - £50.00

167
168
169
170

An 18ct gold and diamond pendant/brooch.
£1,500.00 - £1,800.00

199

A 9ct gold garnet dress ring, size T. £30.00 £50.00

171

An 18ct gold diamond and amethyst ring, size N.
£500.00 - £800.00

200

A 9ct gold diamond and topaz dress ring, size T.
£30.00 - £50.00

172

An 18ct gold antique champagne diamond solitaire 200A A small silver plated jewellery box. £10.00 - £20.00
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200B A rare 18th century Thomas Tompion Verge Fusee 213
watch movement, Serial Number ?112 (first
number illegible). Facial cracks on outer rim of
enamel dial. Chain is at its maximum, movement
appears complete and in good condition although
will need overhauling. Chain appears to be good. 214
£500.00 - £800.00
201

A pair of Doulton Burslem 'Faience' 22 cm tall
vases with shoulder cream and blue gilding,
painted blue gladioli or irises, Reg. No. 128500.
£40.00 - £60.00

202

A McIntyre (Burslem) 15 cm high ceramic jug with
pewter lid and white press knob, Reg. No. 311908,
M1783. £55.00 - £75.00

203

A pair of lovery 15.5 cm Doulton Lambeth bowls
with various markings on base of each. One has
Kate M Davies & Mary Buddon, the other possibly
John Broad? Blue and light brown with white floral
pattern. £40.00 - £60.00

A pair of antique Royal Doulton 42.5 cm vases
with bulbous bottom half and long slender necks.
Green ground with hand painted over all. The
bulbous half white and gold with more gold
decoration in other places. Lots of signatures and
numbers includind Minnie Neal, Edward Eggleton,
possibly L Rawlings or Clare Rymer and G
Benson. £80.00 - £120.00

216

A Doulton Lambeth 25 cm flask vase. Heavily
embossed in blue, whites and fawns. Lots of
marks including Elizabeth M Small, 1880 and
possibly Lizzie M Daintree. £40.00 - £60.00

217

A doulton 30 cm vase with stylised decoration of
fruit and leaves around the top of the body before
the neck. Marks including E Violet Haywood and
others, 8721Z. £30.00 - £50.00

A pair of Royal Stanley ware 1924-28 'Jacobean'
pattern 20cm tall vases. £30.00 - £50.00

205

A lovely 19.5 cm tall Doulton Slater vase with
narrow neck decorated in a floral pattern with blue,
white and gold. Marked X3927, 1857 F or E.
£25.00 - £35.00

206

218
A pair of 16.5 cm Doulton ewers by E Violet
Haywood, Minnie Forster and N Taylor. Many
other marks and numbers on bases including 1512
on each. Heavily decorated in brown blue and
white. A small crack and a small white dot
missing on one and a small white dot missing on
the other. £40.00 - £60.00
219
A pair of beautiful 15 cm tall hand enamelled and
painted Carlton ware vases with markings to base.
Crimson ground with Chinese style decorations
showing crane, pagodas, sanpan with lots of gold
as well as other colours. £50.00 - £80.00

208

A Victorian pressed purple candlestick on three
feet, each with the face of some creature, 21 cm
tall. £20.00 - £30.00

209

A Doulton Burslem 25.5 cm tall vase with quite
small opening at top. Creamy body, hand painted
with chrysanthemum type flowers and 2 squared
off golden coloured handles. £60.00 - £80.00

210

A beautiful hand painted Maling 21.5 cm tall vase.
On the base is a P under the number 6273. Blue
mottled ground with stylised purple, red and yellow
flowers. £20.00 - £30.00

211

A pretty Royal Doulton Slater 19.5 cm tall vase
with narrow neck. Decorated in floral design with
blue, white and gold. Identification marks and
numbers on base. £30.00 - £50.00

212

A Royal Doulton 25.5 cm vase with minimalistic
pattern of 3 rows of alternate square on top half,
on blue ground. Bottom half is greyish/green.
Some signatures and numbers. A small hairline
crack across the bottom left corner of one of the
middle decorative squares. £25.00 - £35.00
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A Royal Doulton just under 22cm tall sturdy jug
with yellowish ground and handle, large Dahlia
floral decoration, turquoise green inside, marks on
base D and 13. £20.00 - £30.00

215

204

207

A beautiful 16 cm tall Mettlach jar with lid. Brick
red base colour, patterned background with
stylised flowers and leaves in each of 6 panels
around jar. Markings on base including 1601 and
23. £40.00 - £60.00

A Royal Doulton 27 cm high mottled blue vase
with a band of grapes and another fruit near the
top. No. 8458 and signatures underneath.
Someone has pencilled Florence C Roberts 18791930 on base but not authenticated. £40.00 £60.00
A Doulton Lambeth 26 cm vase decorated with
birds, butterflies, a snake and fishes in muted
colours on a green/grey ground by Mary Budden,
Harriet E Hibbutt etc., £40.00 - £60.00

220

A French Sarreguemires 23.5 cm vase (Circa
1770?) on base are 732 & 88 embossed in glaze.
Turquoise blue inside. Brown glaze outside with
brambles and blackberries and a pattern around
the middle. £30.00 - £40.00

221

A pair of 25 cm Royal Doulton vases signed Eliza
Simmons. A Beautifully simplistic design of a
band of pale flower round neck and 6 vertical
stalks to base on a mauve/blue ground. Lots of
marking on bases. (one has a chip out of the top
rim). £50.00 - £80.00

222

A pair of 29cm tall flasks with 2 shoulder handles
decorated with grapevine. Identification marks
under neath. £50.00 - £80.00

223

A lovely 43 cm Royal Doulton vase. Smooth glaze
in deep orange, brown and green to depict a
cottage and trees in the sunset. Marks on base.
£40.00 - £60.00

224

A 44 cm tall brown vase painted with parrots on
and branch with other applied decoration, marked
5742 on base. £40.00 - £60.00

225

A 22 cm Royal Doulton pretty glaze vase.
Blue/brown mottled background with hand painted
red and pink poppies by Arthur Bailey, marks

include A23 and DU2275. £20.00 - £30.00

has been glued back on). £10.00 - £20.00

226

A pair of C H Branham Barum, Barnstaple 31 cm
blue vases, hand painted eith abstract swallows
and clouds, signed BG. £30.00 - £50.00

227

A C H Brannam Barum rd 55661 48 cm green 3
handled vase with incised and painted decoration
depicting a large bird and flowers. Some
restoration and some superficial damage. £30.00 £50.00

228

229

230

243

An impressive art deco Chameleon ware hand
painted vase by George Clews & Co., Tunstall.
Blue flame pattern, original label on base, 18.5
cm, condition good. £40.00 - £60.00

244

A superb quality blue overlaid glass vase signed
Bernard P. 23 cm. £30.00 - £50.00

245

A pair of antique Villery and Bosch Mettlach
flasks, 21.5 cm tall, one has repair on base,
markings on base include 1328 96 5. £30.00 £50.00

A good Japanese vase in various shades of green
with figures having tea in a garden, 37 cm. £40.00 £60.00

246

An early Royal Worcester candle snuffer in the
form of a monk. £20.00 - £30.00

A pair of antique (1808) German Geschutzt
Mettlach vases with bulbous bodies, deep blue
ground with red, pale blue, cream and golden
patterning. Marking on base include 1808 99 6 7.
£50.00 - £80.00

247

An early Royal Worcester candle snuffer in the
form of a nun. £20.00 - £30.00

248

A gilded plate with fretwork rim decorated with
brambles, marked CT on base. £15.00 - £25.00

249

A Royal Worcester Blush Ivory lidded pot. £25.00 £35.00

250

A Royal Worcester jug decorated with applied
lizard. £30.00 - £50.00

251

A Royal Worcester posy bowl with fret work top.
£20.00 - £30.00

252

A Locke & Co., Worcester wall mounting posy
vase. £20.00 - £30.00

253

A Royal Worcester posy vase on leaf base.
£15.00 - £25.00

254

2 Ditchfield Glasform Studio irridescent glass
vases, 13 cm and 15 cm. £30.00 - £50.00

255

A collection of 4 pieces of John Ditchfield
Glasform items including globe paperweight, a
mottled heart (signed), an apple and a pear.
£30.00 - £0.00

256

A John Ditchfield Glasform beehive paperweight
with sterling silver bee, signed Ditchfield Glasform.
£50.00 - £80.00

257

2 John Ditchfield Glasform mushrooms, one
surmounted sterling silver fairy and the other a
sterling silver frog, both signed J Ditchfield,
Glasform. £60.00 - £80.00

258

2 framed Pratt ware pot lids 'High Life' and 'The
Snow Drift'. £20.00 - £30.00

259

3 framed Pratt ware pot lids 'The Village Wedding
Teniers Pinx' and 2 rural scenes. £20.00 - £30.00

260

3 framed Pratt ware pot lids - 'Prince Albert',
'Albert memorial' and 'Thames embankment'.
£20.00 - £30.00

261

2 Shakespeare related framed Pratt ware pot lids
and one other. £20.00 - £30.00

262

3 framed Pratt ware pot lids - 'Uncle Toby', 'Dr
Johnson' and one other. £20.00 - £30.00

263

3 framed and glazed Pratt ware pot lids 'Persuasion', 'A Fix', 'A Pair'. £20.00 - £30.00

264

3 framed Pratt ware pot lids Including 'The
Sportsman' and 'Peace'. £20.00 - £30.00

A beautiful antique Trojan 15cm high posy vase
painted with flowers and a bird, signed R Dean.
£30.00 - £50.00

231

A Victorian hand painted vase depicting 5 cows in
water with a background of mountains, signed H
Bradshaw. 20 cm. £25.00 - £35.00

232

A Victorian hand painted vase depicting 2 cows in
a field with a background of mountains signed H
Bradshaw, 20 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

233

A 6.5" Victorian pressed purple slag glass jug with
roses pattern and a Victorian 5" pressed purple
slag glass creamer with 6 large flower type
patterns around and one underneath. £20.00 £30.00

234

A Royal Doulton Pretty Ladies figure of the year
2009, Grace, HN5248. £20.00 - £30.00

235

A Royal Albert figure of the year 2008, Old
Country Rose, RA11. £20.00 - £30.00

236

A pair of 8.5" tall Victorian pressed purple glass
vases with star pattern on base, smooth inside
and a design around the outside. £30.00 - £50.00

237

2 Victorian Davidson pressed purple slag glass
cream jugs, 12 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

238

A Victorian Davidson pressed purple slag glass
tumbler with smooth outside (11.5 cm) and a
Victorian Davidson pressed purple slag glass
tumbler with vertical ridges (11 cm). £20.00 £30.00

239

240

A Victorian Davidson pressed purple slag glass
sugar basin/compote dish on footed base, 12 cm.
£15.00 - £25.00
A Victorian Davidson pressed purple slag glass
large mug with flower and dots design, 13 cm.
£20.00 - £30.00

241

A Royal Doulton 'Poplars at Sunset' pattern bowl,
circa 1911, D3413. 23 cm diameter x 10 cm high.
£20.00 - £30.00

242

A Carlton war art deco orange luster centrepiece
bowl, 33 cm x 14 cm x 16 cm high (a/f one handle
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265

4 framed Pratt ware lids including 'Battle of the
Nile'. £25.00 - £35.00

266

3 Pratt ware pots with lids (one a/f) and a
Shakespeare related pot lid. £20.00 - £30.00

Kobe, Japan. Height 18.5cm £120.00 - £150.00
282

267

A glass owl in the style of Lalique. £20.00 - £30.00

2 sets of 6 Nagasaki snake handle mocha spoons
with cherry blossom motif (1 set with original box),
c1910-20, with Russian silver mark 84 (Zolotniki).
£120.00 - £150.00

268

A signed Renee' Lalique glass posy vase depicting 283
birds, £40.00 - £60.00

269

A silver topped whisky tots and another with
unmarked top. £15.00 - £25.00

270

7 miniature Chinese figures and one other. £20.00 £30.00
284
A large floral decorate Crown Ducal jug and a
smaller example. £20.00 - £30.00
285
A tall Polish pottery vase with bulbous base and
tapered neck decorated with shepherd and sheep,
70 cm tall. £30.00 - £50.00

An unusual pair of Benares Mughal-style bronze
hanging 'diya' oil lamps with chains, one in the
shape of a mythical bird, the other as a peacock.
The chains also feature mythical creatures. Lamps
Height 16cm. Chains Length 34cm. £80.00 £120.00

271
272

273

3 unusual plaster busts on wood bases, Richard
D'Oyly Carte 1844 - 1901, Sir Arthur Sullivan 1842 1900 and one unnamed. £20.00 - £30.00

274

9 'House of Faberge' musical eggs. £20.00 - £30.00

275

2 glass scent bottles/atomisers. £20.00 - £30.00

276

A Chinese eggshell porcelain yellow ground famille
rose bowl (wine cup?), Tongzhi 6 character reign
mark in red, probably of the period. Decorated with 286
imperial dragons, foliage and auspicious symbols,
including five-clawed dragon to interior base. Small
1cm loss of enamel, otherwise good condition.
Height 8.5cm, diameter 8cm. £100.00 - £150.00
287
A pair of Chinese Republic blue and white seated

277

figures, Fujian Guild/Club stamp to base.
Decorated with five-clawed imperial dragons and
auspicious symbols. Height 28.5cm. £120.00 £150.00

Well cast pair of Chinese feng shui very detailed
kylin statues. Height 12cm and 11cm. £60.00 £80.00
A collection of 4 Chinese opium pipes. 2 blue and
white porcelain, one in the shape of a pixiu, Height
of bowl 13cm. The other depicting children flying
kites with blue 4 character mark to base. Height
9cm, diameter 4.5cm. Also a black cloisonné
opium pipe with attractive floral design. Some loss
of enamel. Character marks to inside lid. 1 highly
detailed carved ox bone pipe with carvings
including Chinese Immortal Shou Lao, dragons, an
eagle and a tortoise. Length 50cm . £100.00 £150.00
An intricately carved teak hardwood, probably
Balinese, Hindu temple gate column carving.
Features include bird-god Garuda, other deities
(including fertility) and mythical beasts. Height
56cm. £80.00 - £120.00
Elegant old Chinese bronze libation cup/wine
vessel and an archaic form mottled green
soapstone libation cup with dragon handle and
carved lines to body and feet £80.00 - £120.00

288

A Chinese archaistic Shang Dynasty-style
mottled brown and caramel jade ceremonial axe
with mythical dragon carp head and birds carved
on the handle. Length 19cm. And a hardstone
grey/green ruyi belt hook in the form of a reclining
smiling Hotei. Length 20cm. £100.00 - £150.00

278

A striking pair of large blue and white lidded
porcelain melon ginger jars with dragons chasing
flaming pearl and auspicious clouds. One jar has
blue 6 character mark on the base. Height 25cm.
Diameter 21cm. £80.00 - £120.00

279

A pair of black and red cinnabar lacquer circular
lidded boxes, one decorated with guardian lions, a
flaming pearl and auspicious clouds. The other
portrays a hunting scene featuring armed warriors
on horseback with their dogs surrounded by a
landscape of trees and mountains. Both with
impressed 4 character marks. Diameter 18cm.
Height 6cm.
£100.00 - £150.00

289

A Royal Doulton figurine, The Balloon man,
HN1954. In good condition. £20.00 - £30.00

290

A Royal Doulton Mr Pickwick head (8316), A
small Sam Weller character jug, A small Artful
Dodger vase and a miniature character jug by
Antone. £20.00 - £30.00

291

A small Pierrot figure signed Rori (13 cm tall), a
female figure, a boy with dog figure and a
Midwinter Regency Period figure. £20.00 - £30.00

280

A quality pair of Chinese Foo Dogs, 20th Century
Export, beautifully decorated in cobalt blue and
24ct gold enamel on brass. Height 12cm £80.00 £120.00

292

A Hall marked (925) silver novelty cruet in the form
of a road sweeper dust cart, 4.6 oz / 130 grams.
£50.00 - £80.00

281

A rare mirror pair of Satsuma baluster porcelain
vases in a black matte glaze with gold gilt hand
painted Japanese countryside scenes of trees,
lake, watermill, flying birds and Mt Fuji. Late Meiji
period. Each with two character signature and
original paper label of the retailer Y Taniguchi,

293

A silver plated calf paperweight by William Briggs
& Co., Sheffield, circa 1900. £20.00 - £30.00

294

A 1950's Victory Industries battery Hillman Minx
car. £70.00 - £90.00

295

A Victorian desk perpetual calendar. £40.00 £60.00
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296

A Royal Doulton Golden Retriever. £20.00 - £30.00

297

2 19th century pin cushion dolls, 2 other and a
small wall mask. £20.00 - £30.00

298

A superb quality etched glass dish on silver plate
stand and with silver plate lid, In good condition.
£25.00 - £35.00

299

A circular hall marked silver photo frame, 3 silver
and mother of pearl penknives and 2 silver salt
spoons. £30.00 - £50.00

300

A pair of 24 cm tall silver candlesticks on oval
stepped bases. £30.00 - £50.00

301

Pablo Picasso lithographic print (Mourlot) circa
1958, Marc Chagall lithographic print circa 1977 2
x Elisabeth Frink lithographic prints circa 1975, 2
x Henry Moore Shelter prints circa 1940, Paul
Klee print, Salvador Dali Print circa 1953, Henri
Matisse print circa 1935, , 9 in total all mounted
but unframed, approx overall sizes 16 x 12 inches.
Cellophane wrapped £20.00 - £30.00

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) Collection of 6 prints
Vollard suite mainly nudes circa 1956. All
mounted but unframed, approx overall sizes 16 x
12 inches. Cellophane wrapped £20.00 - £30.00
Thomas Rowlandson (1756-1827) Collection of 6
risque/erotic prints/plates circa 1960s. All
mounted but unframed, approx overall sizes 16 x
12 inches. Cellophane wrapped £20.00 - £30.00
Collection of 8 pop art prints circa 1990s artist's
include Martial Raysse, Robert Lindner, Tom
Wesselmann, Robert Rauschenberg and Peter
Phillips. All mounted but unframed, approx overall
sizes 16 x 12 inches some slightly smaller.
Cellophane wrapped £20.00 - £30.00
Ben Nicholson (1894-1982) Pair of modernist
abstract prints one entitled 'Two Blacks' the other
'Glass with 5 Facets' published in New York 1974.
Both mounted but unframed, approx overall sizes
20 x 16 inches. Cellophane wrapped £20.00 £30.00

entitled Dame a la robe blanche (Lady in white
dress) published by Draeger Freres, Paris, 1948
£50.00 - £60.00
310

Vincent Haddelsey (1934-2010) Two original
signed pen and ink drawings one of an equestrian
scene with an inscription (verso) reading 'lunging
at Marley' the other of a winter scene with horses
sledding at Nechako Canada £20.00 - £30.00

311

Louis Wain (1860-1939) Print of a monocled cat
signed in ink. No provenance therefore offered as
'after' Louis Wain £30.00 - £40.00

312

Michael Jenkins, Modernist acrylic painting on
board of a posing female nude from behind circa
1970s £20.00 - £30.00

313

Jeff Gray, A triptych of watercolour silhouette
portraits of music composers Frederic Chopin,
Gustav Klimt and Johann Sebastian Bach, all
pencil initialled by the artist £20.00 - £30.00

314

Andy Warhol (1928-1987) Lithographic print
Statue of liberty, published by Mcgaw in
association with the Andy Warhol foundation
£20.00 - £30.00

315

Pamela Guille A.R.C.A. Pen & ink cubist portrait
on woven strips of wove paper signed and dated
1967 £20.00 - £30.00

316

Cornish School, 4 abstract boat & harbour
studies (in one frame) in acrylics all titled St Ives,
with a written piece by the artist verso £30.00 £40.00

317

Joan Sealey Oil on board painting entitled Harbour
Beach St Ives signed and dated 1975 £30.00 £40.00

318

Vincent Haddelsey (1934-2010) French artist's
proof limited edition print XX1X/XXXV1 French
hunting scene pencil signed and numbered by the
artis £20.00 - £30.00

319

Michael Jenkins, Modernist/Fauvist acrylic
painting on board of a female nude signed with
initials M.J. £30.00 - £40.00

Collection of 4 lithographic prints 2 x Marc
320
Chagall (1887-1985) both modernist figural
subjects published in New York 1977 and 2 x
321
Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) One Vallauris
Exposition 1954 and the other Congres Mondial
des partisans de la paix Paris 1949 both published
in 1957. All mounted but unframed, approx overall
sizes 20 x 16 inches. Cellophane wrapped £30.00 £40.00
322
Eric Gill (1882-1940) Pair of female nude
engravings from 25 nudes published by J.M. Dent
& Sons London 1938 £20.00 - £30.00
323
Pablo Picasso (1881-1973) Print entitled Peinture
et Models stamped and signed in pencil. No
324
provenance therefore offered as 'after' Pablo
Picasso £30.00 - £40.00

Portfolio of 23 railway posters/notices published
circa 1960s £20.00 - £30.00

Henri Matisse (1869-1954) Pair of lithographic
prints Editions De La Revue Verve, one entitled
L'Asie (Asia) bearing pencil signature, the other

An interesting 20th century abstract entitled 'Moth
Barn', Penbroke acrylic on board, framed. £80.00 £120.00
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Portfolio of 14 mainly signed limited edition
modernist/abstract screen prints various subjects
and artist's including Mary Beresford Williams,
Pamela Guille A.R.C.A., Luzelle Van Der
Westhuizen, Derek Southon etc. £30.00 - £40.00
A Dorothy Dean 20th century British school oil on
canvas, still life flowers in jug, framed. £40.00 £60.00
A. F. Dowling mid 20th century oil on board
carnations in a garden, framed. £50.00 - £70.00
A Tricker 20th century oil on board of highland
cattle watering in a Scottish landscape, Norfolk
artist. £40.00 - £60.00

326

Karlkroke (European) 20th century in cubist
abstract style, still life objects on a table, framed.
£50.00 - £80.00

327

A 1950's oil on board of a market scene with
women and children, signed but indistinct, framed.
£50.00 - £80.00

346

8 framed and glazed Lawson Wood comedy police
prints (one glass a/f) and 2 similar prints. £30.00 £50.00

328

A mid 20th century British school oil on canvas
'Grieving woman on government steps', framed.
£40.00 - £60.00

347

A pair of framed and glazed watercolours of lake
scenes with boats, one signed W W Gosling.
£20.00 - £30.00

329

A mid 20th century British school oil on canvas of
protestors waving flags, framed. £40.00 - £60.00

348

A pair of framed and glazed rural watercolours
signed G Trevor (British School). £20.00 - £30.00

330

Marion Abernethy Irish oil on board 'Gulls in Flight' 349
above a rocky sea shore, Donegal coast, signed,
artist's details verso, circa 1970's, framed. £40.00 £60.00
350
A 20th century Scottish school oil on board
painting of cornstooks at Crieff in the colourist
351
style, framed. £80.00 - £120.00

A British late 20th century gilt framed oil on board
painting of a Jack Russell dog entitled 'Benji The
Dog'. £20.00 - £30.00

332

A mid 20th century British school abstract kitchen
table still life, framed. £55.00 - £65.00

352

333

A triptych of abstract still life paintings in acrylic
on board, framed and glazed. £40.00 - £60.00

Two Quintrum Budapest porcelain figures of
children together with four porcelain figures of
frolicking putti. £30.00 - £50.00

353

334

An Oriental marquetry picture, finely inlaid with
coloured woods, possibly a Chinese shrine.
£50.00 - £70.00

A good collection of fine porcelain figures mainly
continental including a bisque Putti. £50.00 £70.00

354

335

A Claude Hayes Irish artist 1852-1922 watercolour
of hay makers resting on a bridge, framed and
glazed. £80.00 - £120.00

A pair of 19th century Parian figures of courtiers,
30 cm (12" ) tall. Both a/f (fingers missing on both
figures and damage to hat of male figure). £30.00 £50.00

336

A French school oil on canvas 'Old Track in
Countryside' inscribed 44 on reverse. £40.00 £60.00

355

A pair of 37 cm continental bisque porcelain
figures and a smaller (34cm) continental bisque
figure. £20.00 - £30.00

337

A 20th century oil on canvas in the style of L S
Lowry. A street scene in a busy town. £30.00 £50.00

356

A pair of blue glazed Chinese dogs of foo, 31 cm.
£50.00 - £70.00

357

338

A Davis Thomas 20th century oil on board still life
with flower, signed, framed. £30.00 - £50.00

339

An unusual 20th century acrylic and pencil on
board, abstract composition with insects, framed.
£80.00 - £120.00

A Royal Doulton 'Diana, Princess of Wales'
figurine and a Wedgwood 'Turn of the Century Ball
1899' limited edition figurine, 0784/10000. £15.00 £25.00

358

A Victorian papier mache' and mother of pearl
desk stand. £20.00 - £40.00

A signed limited edition print 'The Red Arrows
Flying in Formation over the Pyramids of Giza,
Egypt', signed by all pilots, framed and glazed.
£30.00 - £50.00

359

A par of rare WMF pewter/brass quill/pen holders,
1800/86. £50.00 - £80.00

360

A small art nouveau hollow bronze figure of a lady
bowler. 13 cm tall. £80.00 - £120.00

A good quality set of 4 framed and glazed
engravings of 19th century Lincoln scenes.
Images 10 x 15 cm, framed 30 x 24 cm. £20.00 £30.00

361

A pair of French boy/girl bronze figures, 9". £40.00
- £60.00

362

A weathered statue of a girl with doll signed D
Torrioni, 13" tall. £20.00 - £40.00

363

A limited edition dancing figure (Tango) by Ty
Wilson, with certificate. £60.00 - £80.00

331

340

341

reads 'Presented to Mr T Freer-Meade by the V W
H Cricklade Hunt, November 5th 1932. £40.00 £60.00

342

A set of 4 good quality framed and glazed
coloured engravings of rural scenes. £20.00 £30.00

343

364
A set of 4 good quality coloured framed and
glazed engravings of rural scenes. £20.00 - £30.00
365
A pair of framed and glazed rural scene
watercolours signed F Walton. £25.00 - £35.00
A gilt framed oil on canvas of a gentleman dressed 366
for the hunt signed Phillipe 1932. Brass plaque

344
345
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A framed and glazed fishing harbour scene signed
Holness, '59. £20.00 - £30.00
A mid 19th century bust of Pope Pius by J Marriet
- J M Mohr, signed on reverse. £50.00 - £80.00

A good quality classical style figurine, 40 cm tall.
£30.00 - £40.00
A large character jug depicting Don Quixote by G
Bongera, 17 cm tall. £20.00 - £30.00
A metal in the form of a dog with hat pins and a
lion bottle opener. £20.00 - £30.00

367

A Victorian brass figural bar top gas lighter in the
form of a Dray Man.

393

368

A novelty Edwardian brass inkwell in the form of a
coach lamp. £30.00 - £50.00

An old bayonet, 49 cm, blade 33.5 cm. £20.00 £30.00

394

369

An Edwardian cut glass scent bottle table
centrepiece on an oak stand. £20.00 - £30.00

2 early 20th century continental white metal
ceremonial batons £20.00 - £30.00

395

370

A three piece silver plate tea set marked S B & M,
2616. £20.00 - £30.00

A cast metal insurance plaque marked protection
1770. £20.00 - £30.00

396

A vintage Occorina. £15.00 - £25.00

371

An early Chinese blue and white plate featuring
herons. £30.00 - £50.00

397

372

A good collection of mid 19th century Pratt ware
decorated with gladiators on chariots and Greek
Goddesses. 2 Jugs, a vase and a teapot. £80.00 £120.00

An album containing 9 set of cigarette cards
including Player's Animals of the Countryside,
Will's Wild Flowers 1936, Radio Celebrities 1934,
Royal Navy 1939, Life in the Treetops 1925 etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

398

373

An unusual gem stone globe with moon and sun
mantel clock. £50.00 - £80.00

An album of in excess of 350 assorted cigarette
cards. £20.00 - £30.00

399

374

A silver top sugar sifter, 2 small vases with silver
rims, a scent bottle with silver collar (a/f) and an
overlaid blue scent bottle (missing top). £20.00 £30.00

An album of approximately 350 assorted cigarette
cards. £20.00 - £30.00

400

An album containing 11 sets of 1930's cigarette
cards, Player's, Wills, Gallaher. £20.00 - £30.00

401

An album containing 6 sets of cigarette cards Boxing Champions, American Civil War Leaders,
Spirit of the Nation, Film Stars, Gallaher My
Favourite part etc., £20.00 - £30.00

402

An album containing 12 sets of cigarette cards,
Player's, Will's, cricketers, dogs, wild animals
etc., £20.00 - £30.00

403

An album containing 12 sets of Player's, Wills,
Gallaher cigarette cards. £20.00 - £30.00

375

2 pairs of gold hoop earrings, 5 grams. £20.00 £30.00

376

A 9ct gold watch chain/Albert, 8.3 grams. £40.00 £60.00

377

A silver pocket watch in working order, a silver fob
watch (not working) a yellow metal full hunter
pocket watch (not working) and a gold watch
head. £30.00 - £50.00

targets and pellets. £20.00 - £30.00

378

An unusual vintage white metal belt buckle.
£20.00 - £30.00

404

An album containing 9 sets of Player's, Will's
cigarette cards. £20.00 - £30.00

379

A Chinese scent bottle decorated with figures.
£20.00 - £30.00

405

A good mixed lot of mainly sets of cigarette and
tea cards. £20.00 - £30.00

380

A mixed lot of yellow metal jewellery including
bangles, pendants, fobs etc., £20.00 - £30.00

406

A good mixed lot of odd cigarette cards, dogs,
butterflies, birds, film stars etc., £20.00 - £30.00

381

8 vintage fountain pens including Summit. £30.00 - 407
£50.00

A good lot of loose odd cigarette cards. £20.00 £30.00

382

Ten vintage fountain pens. £20.00 - £30.00

408

383

A boxed parker fountain pen, Shaefer fountain pen,
2 Platinum fountain pens, a Watermans and a
Serwex fountain pen. £20.00 - £30.00

384

A good lot of vintage ball point pens, a Parker pen
set, a Platinum fountain pen, pen boxes etc.,
£15.00 - £25.00

Approximately 2000 Ogdens cigarette cards from
a variety of series including:- By The Roadside,
Flags and Funnels, Racing Pigeons, Birds Eggs,
Motor Races 1931, Boy scouts and Modern
Railways. £180.00 - £220.00

409

A mixed lot of old postcards, loose and in album,
topographical, humorous etc., £20.00 - £30.00

385

A quantity of old ink bottles, calligraphy set etc.,
£15.00 - £25.00

410

A large collection of postcards and photographs
etc., £20.00 - £30.00

386

A Tell II 1920/30's air pistol. £60.00 - £80.00

411

387

A Victorian police truncheon, 40 cm long. £20.00 £30.00

Three 1960's Beatles Monthly magazines together
with The Beatles at Carnegie Hall, New York.
£30.00 - £50.00

388

A Victorian truncheon, marked VR, FP. 39 cm
long. £20.00 - £30.00

412

389

A Victorian truncheon, 44 cm long. £20.00 - £30.00

A mid 20th century British school oil on board of a
figure in a dark landscape, signed Vaugham.
£50.00 - £80.00

390

A George V truncheon marked L. £20.00 - £30.00

413

An old sword stick with dragon head handle,
length 92 cm, blade 58 cm. £30.00 - £50.00

391

An ER truncheon marked L. £20.00 - £30.00

414

392

A boxed Webley Tempest 22 calibre air pistol with

An old sword stick, length 91 cm, blade 59 cm.
£30.00 - £50.00
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415

A good Victorian officer's sword with brass hilt and
scabbard, (scabbard a/f). £50.00 - £80.00

416

An old bayonet, length 64 cm, blade 52 cm.
£20.00 - £30.00

417

An old bayonet, length 54 cm, blade 42 cm.
£20.00 - £30.00

418

A Haenel Mod. 45, 177 calibre late 1920's/early
1930's collectable air rifle, still in good working
order. £30.00 - £50.00

439

A quantity of die cast road signs, petrol pumps,
Dunlop tyre rack and Dinky '00' gauge
passengers. £20.00 - £30.00

440

A Corgi Chipperfield's circus 1139 menagerie
transporter, a 1140 crane, a cage and a 426 circus
booking office. £50.00 - £80.00

441

A pre war Dinky tin plate AA telephone box and a
Benbros AA motorcycle a/f. £40.00 - £60.00

442

A boxed Dinky Joe 90 'Joe's Car' (box a/f). £50.00 £80.00

419

A 1910 German made .25 air rifle. £30.00 - £50.00

420

A BSA rosewood 177 calibre air rifle. £30.00 £50.00

443

A boxed Dinky 257 Canadian Fire Chief car and a
150 Rolls Royce Silver Wraith. £40.00 - £60.00

421

A quality unmarked 177 calibre air rifle. £30.00 £50.00

444

3 Dinky Guy snow ploughs. £30.00 - £50.00

445

A selection of Dinky and Corgi models including
Triumph Spitfires, MGB, Bentley etc., £15.00 £25.00

446

A selection of Dinky and Matchbox emergency
vehicles including Mercedes and MIni. £20.00 £30.00

447

8 Dinky and corgi models including Morris Van,
Mini Cooper Rally, Triumph Spitfire etc., £30.00 £50.00

422

A ladies silver topped walking cane. £20.00 £30.00

423

A carved walking stick featuring oriental figures.
£20.00 - £30.00

424

2 walking sticks. a riding crop and an Aboriginal
walking stick. £30.00 - £50.00

425

A mixed lot of tribal items including ceremonial
axes, knives etc., £20.00 - £30.00

448

426

A pair of continental bisque busts of boy and girl
both marked 709 over 27. Boy signed M Poli and
Girl signed R Hadler. £50.00 - £80.00

9 Dinky cars including Morris, Ford, Austin etc.,
£30.00 - £50.00

449

427

2 old Eau de Cologne bottles with original labels
but unfortunately wrong stoppers. £20.00 - £30.00

7 Small Dinky commercial vehicles. £30.00 £50.00

450

3 Budgie Scammell Scarabs. £25.00 - £35.00

428

An impressive Georgian rosewood tea caddy with
inset storage boxes on bun feet, 16" wide, 10"
high and 8" deep. (missing mixing bowl). £120.00 £150.00

451

A selection of Dinky and Corgi models including
Mini Cooper Rally Car etc., £20.00 - £30.00

452

A mixed lot of die cast including Budgie, Benbros,
Lone Star etc., £15.00 - £25.00

A Mindoo pattern Devon ware biscuit barrel by S P
& Co., Stoke on Trent and another biscuit barrel
depicting country scene with horses. £20.00 £30.00

453

A mixed lot of die cast Dinky figures, rubber tyres
etc., £10.00 - £20.00

454

A Triang Minic coach, Evel Knievel rocket, Jaguar
XK120 etc., £25.00 - £35.00

430

3 silver photo frames with easel stands, 15 x 11
cm, 10 x 7.5 cm and 10.5 cm x 7.5 cm. £30.00 £80.00

455

A mixed lot of Dinky and Corgi tractors, trailers
etc and 2 Dinky mechanical horse. £25.00 - £35.00

431

A Dinky Bedford transporter with 4 cars. £30.00 £50.00

456

8 Dinky model vehicles including Morris Vans,
Dublo Lorries etc,., £30.00 - £50.00

432

A Sutcliffe Racer 1 tinplate clockwork boar. £20.00
- £30.00

457

3 Corgi Batmobiles and a Junior Batmobile.
£50.00 - £80.00

433

A tinplate frictiion armoured car by 'Arnold',
Germany. £30.00 - £50.00

458

6 small Dinky commercial vehicles including
Bedford Van. £30.00 - £50.00

434

An early die cast Moko Muffin the Mule string
puppet. £25.00 - £35.00

459

5 French Dinky including Citreon, Ford and coach.
£40.00 - £60.00

435

A quantity of Dinky aircraft, taxi, coach and Corgi
Goodyear airship. £20.00 - £30.00

460

A selection of post war Dinky taxi's, Streamline
bus etc., including Crescent Cooper Bristol.
£20.00 - £30.00

436

A selection of die cast motorcycles by Britain's
etc., £25.00 - £35.00

461

2 Dinky 439 Ford 'D' series snow ploughs and one
other. £30.00 - £50.00

437

A selection of Lesney and Matchbox die cast
vehicles. £35.00 - £45.00

462

A large quantity of mainly Morestone, Benbros
small scale die cast vehicles. £30.00 - £50.00

438

A Schuco clockwork micro racer 1045 ford and
1041 racing car. £30.00 - £50.00

463

A Dinky Mighty Antar propeller transporter, a
Euclid dump truck and a 20 ton crane. £30.00 -

429
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£50.00
464

(previously on display so may be dusty) £30.00 £50.00

3 Dinky British Railways Express horse boxes.
£30.00 - £50.00

484

A Corgi limited edition Aviation Archive AA36092
JU.52/3 MG7E Budarus Airfield, Hungary,
Summer 1944. (previously on display so may be
dusty) £30.00 - £50.00

465

2 Dinky Leyland Octopus tankers and a Foden
wagon. £30.00 - £50.00

466

3 metal display signs - 'Dinky'. 'Corgi Toys' and
'Matchbox'. £30.00 - £50.00

485

467

A battery operated BMW Isetta police car, one
other Isetta police car and Messerschmitt police
car (all plastic). £20.00 - £30.00

A boxed Corgi limited edition 1:72 Auro Vulcan B2
XH558, cat log no AA27201. (previously on
display so may be dusty) £30.00 - £50.00

486

6 model aircraft by various manufacturers.
(previously on display so may be dusty) £30.00 £50.00

487

4 HM Hobby master 1/72 scale model aircraft,
(previously on display so may be dusty) £40.00 £60.00

488

A Heng Long Infrared battle system, 1/16 scale
German Tiger Tank Porsche Turret' radio control
battle tank, (previously on display so may be
dusty) £30.00 - £50.00

489

A Heng Long infrared battle sustem 1/16 scale
Jagd Panther German tank destroyer late version
radio control battle tank, (previously on display so
may be dusty) £30.00 - £50.00

490

4 Corgi Aviation Archive aircraft No.s 49104,
Aa35709, AA36601 and AA34701. (previously on
display so may be dusty) £100.00 - £120.00

491

A VS Pro tank series 1/24 scale radio control
Tiger 1 Panzer Kampfwagen VI battle tank. £30.00
- £50.00

492

A Heng Long infrared battle system 1/16 scale
German Panther Type G late version radio control
battle tank. (previously on display so may be
dusty) £30.00 - £50.00

468

3 Dinky Leyland Octopus and a Comet lorries.
£30.00 - £50.00

469

A Corgi Juniors Popeye Paddle wagon, Blakes 7,
James Bond Aston Martin and Husky Chitty Chitty
Bang Bang. £20.00 - £30.00

470

A Jaguar car mascot and 2 Dinky Jaguar XK120
cars. £30.00 - £50.00

471

A Corgi Original Omnibus Harris Holidays bus,
factory error, No. 2312 of 2300 produced. £10.00 £20.00

472

A large quantity of Britain's space men figures.
£20.00 - £30.00

473

A boxed 'SQS' speciality military affairs 1/16 scale
German Tiger 1 radio controlled battle tank (box
slightly a/f) (previously on display so may be
dusty) £30.00 - £50.00

474

A boxed 'SQS' speciality military affairs DAK
PZ.KPfw.iu Aust G-1 1/16 scale radio controlled
battle tank. (previously on display so may be
dusty) £30.00 - £50.00

475

4 HM Hobby Master 1/72 scale model aircraft
(previously on display so may be dusty) £40.00 £60.00

493

476

3 Corgi Aviation Archive aircraft, No.s AA33704,
AA33703 and AA33707. (previously on display so
may be dusty) £60.00 - £80.00

A Hornby R1205 Western freight hauler train set.
£30.00 - £50.00

494

3 HM Hobby Master 1/48 scale model aircraft,
(previously on display so may be dusty) £30.00 £50.00

A Century Wings of Heroes SR-71 Blackbird UAF
9th SRW 61-7958, 1990 edition. (previously on
display so may be dusty) £30.00 - £50.00

495

4 Corgi Aviation Archives aircraft No.s AA35205,
AA32506, AA33805 and AA35801, (previously on
display so may be dusty) £100.00 - £150.00

3 Corgi Aviation Archive World War 2 aircraft,
Europe and Africa war in the Pacific, No.
AA34001, AA34003 and AA32604. (previously on
display so may be dusty) £60.00 - £80.00

496

4 HM Hobby Master 1/72 scale model aircraft
(previously on display so may be dusty) £40.00 £60.00

A Heng Long No. HF-826 German heavy tnak Jagd
Tiger RC battle tank. (previously on display so
may be dusty) £50.00 - £80.00

497

A boxed 'SQS' Speciality Military Affairs 1/16
scale PZK PFW. IV Aust F" Sd KFZ 161/1 radio
control battle tank, (previously on display so may
be dusty) £30.00 - £50.00

A Corgi Aviation Archive No. AA28101 and
AA36110 Pearl Harbor 75th anniversary limited
edition. (previously on display so may be dusty)
£40.00 - £60.00

498

4 Corgi Aviation Archive Heinkel aircraft, No's
AA33713, AA33702, Aa33715 and AA33714.
(previously on display so may be dusty) £50.00 £80.00

499

4 Corgi Aviation Archive aircraft, No's AA38002,
AA38501, AA35302, AA33201. (previously on
display so may be dusty) £50.00 - £80.00

500

3 Corgi Limited Edition Aviation Archive Junkers

477

478

479

480

481

8 Oxford die cast military aircraft, (previously on
display so may be dusty) £40.00 - £60.00

482

4 Corgi Aviation Archive aircraft, No.s AA34102,
AA36701, AA38803 and AA38801. (previously on
display so may be dusty) £100.00 - £150.00

483

3 HM Hobby Master 1/72 scale model aircraft
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Jusz aircraft, No's AA36908, AA36901 and
AA36904. (previously on display so may be dusty)
£60.00 - £80.00
501

2 Franklin MInt Collective Armour military aircraft.
£50.00 - £80.00

502

6 Corgi Aviation Archive aircraft No's AA35202,
49202, AA31102, AA33002, AA34306 and
AA33101. (previously on display so may be
dusty) £40.00 - £60.00

503

2 Franklin Mint Collective Amour military aircraft.
(previously on display so may be dusty) £50.00 £80.00

504

4 Corgi Aviation Archive Aircraft No's AA39806,
AA36012, AA39807 and RAF 100 Model No.2.
(previously on display so may be dusty) £40.00 £60.00

505

2 Corgi Aviation Archive Aircraft No's AA34403,
AA33305. (previously on display so may be dusty)
£40.00 - £60.00

506

3 Corgi Aviation Archive Messerschmit aircraft
No's AA34909, AA34908 and AA34906.
(previously on display so may be dusty) £60.00 £80.00

507

2 Franklin MInt Collective Armour military aircraft.
(previously on display so may be dusty) £50.00 £80.00

508

4 Hobby Master model aircraft and 2 others,
(previously on display so may be dusty) £30.00 £50.00

509

A quantity of unboxed plastic aircraft, (previously
on display so may be dusty) £10.00 - £20.00

510

A Tamiya 1/350 King George V battleship model
kit (unused) and a Revell Blohm & Voss BV222
Wiking 1/72 (also unused). £20.00 - £40.00

511

An Industrial Automaton Star Ware R2 D2 Droid.
£20.00 - £30.00

512

A Trumpeter 1/200 scale USS Arizona BB-39
1941 model kit (Deck painted, not checked for
completeness.) £30.00 - £50.00

513

2 gold and one silver Corgi James Bond Aston
Martin. £40.00 - £60.00

514

2 Corgi Man from Uncle Oldsmobile cars. £25.00 £35.00

515

2 Dinky and 1 Corgi Mercedes 600 Pullman model
cars. £20.00 - £30.00

516

2 Dinky Buy vans and a flat truck. £45.00 - £55.00

517

3 Dinky Guy vans. £50.00 - £80.00

518

8 early Lesney Models of Yesteryear Buses,
trams and a trolley bus. £40.00 - £60.00

519

2 Tekno models, a Mercedes 300SL and a coach.
£20.00 - £30.00

520

8 eraly Lesney Models of Yesteryear. £40.00 £60.00

521

Glass negatives taken 1904-1909 - Five wooden
boxes containing c. 334 glass plates. A fantastic
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photographic record of the Shackell, Ellen and
Cobham families, many taken around locations in
and around Camberwell, Surrey, including New
Road, Dog Kennel Hill, with several images of the
local fire brigade attending a fire at Prosser
Roberts Drug Company store on the High Street.
Includes several photos of a young Sir Alan
Cobham, aviation pioneer, and entrepreneur, with
his family. Other places of note include Herne
Bay, Greenwich, Margate, Brighton, Richmond,
and Foots Cray. (c.334)
£50.00 - £80.00
522

Glass negatives - A rare group of 21 original glass
negatives of Victorian prisoners' mugshots
contained in three boxes each negative measures
a little over 4" x 3". Taken between 1897 and 1899
the images are captioned with dates, names, and
convict numbers with full-face and profile views
contained on each negative. (21)
£40.00 - £60.00

523

Glass negatives - A small collection of 18 quarter
plate glass negatives of Steam Traction Engines
including Burrell, Aveling, Garrett, Tuxford, Fowler,
Ransome, Wallis, Allchin, and Foden, on show at
the North Hykeham Traction Engine Rally,
Lincolnshire, 1960-67. All images are identified
and captioned. (18)
£30.00 - £50.00

524

Victorian glass negatives - A collection in three
old photographic boxes, of 30 mixed subject half
plate glass negatives including some which appear
to be collodion wet plates as a date for 1859 has
been scratched on to the emulsion on several
plates. Subjects include what looks like a brick
Orthodox Church built in the Greek style, a
number of views of a large palace-type structure
overlooking a natural harbour with old sailing ships
and several ramshackle thatched cottages. There
is also a gelatin plate of the Ring 'O Bells pub in
West Kirby, Wirral. (30)
£40.00 - £60.00

525

Concorde altitude calibration test negatives - A
collection of over 1000, 5" x 5" original negatives
probably taken early 1970s using two RAF F24
cameras set up near to the runway used for
Concorde test flights. A multitude of different
aircraft types, military and civilian, including
Concordes G-BSST and G-BBDG, have been
captured on film. A rare opportunity to acquire a
unique piece of British aviation history. (1000+) **
£30.00 - £50.00

526

A superb quality mahogany framed oil on canvas
painting of Elizabethan scene with figures signed
Alexander. Frame 146 x 116 cm, painting 118 x
90 cm. £80.00 - £120.00

527

A large gilt framed oil on canvas rural scene, W
Haines, (English 19th century), Frame 99 x 150
cm, image 76 x 137 cm. £30.00 - £50.00

528

A collection of 6 unframed Cornish school
abstracts of harbour scenes, inscriber verso.

529

£30.00 - £50.00

551

An oil of kittens, a watercolour and 3 prints, one
signed Burgess. £30.00 - £50.00

A large framed painting of The Kray twins signed
Zinsky with details verso a/f £100.00 - £150.00

552

A 21cm diameter Chinese plate. £15.00 - £25.00

553

A pewter inkwell. £20.00 - £30.00

554

A good quality mahogany pot stand on tripod
base. £25.00 - £35.00

555

A Royal Dux figure of a girl with basket. £25.00 £35.00

556

A Contemporary bronze figure. £80.00 - £120.00

557

A good quality brass table lamp with lovely pink
fringed shade. £25.00 - £35.00

558

A silver plate tureen, 2 silver plate teapots, a silver
plate water jug, a silver plate tray and a silver plate
comport. £30.00 - £50.00

559

A circular wall clock with enamelled dial. £50.00 £0.00

560

A 19th century mahogany inlaid drop dial wall
clock. £140.00 - £180.00

561

A circular 'RAF' wall clock. £200.00 - £300.00

562

9 boxed Coalport Christmas box. £30.00 - £50.00

530

A Strathern glass millifiori paperweight and 2
others. £20.00 - £30.00

531

A large blue Mdina glass paperweight and 5
others. £20.00 - £30.00

532

8 assorted glass paperweights. £20.00 - £30.00

533

A large collection of postcards/oilettes, mainly by
Harry Hadfield Cubley and other artists. Some of
Lincoln, Newark, Nottingham etc., Approximately
325 cards. £80.00 - £120.00

534

A large collection of postcards in 4 albums of
Derbyshire, Nottingham including Hadfield Cubley
and other artists. £100.00 - £120.00

535

An album of original photographs of The Soldiers
Life in War 1944/45 with his friends and comrades
contact addresses. £20.00 - £30.00

536

An early 20th century album and other
watercolours of the Lake District, Grasmere,
Ambleside, Filey, Wales etc., initialed EWA, in
excess of 50 examples. £50.00 - £0.00

563

A framed and glazed 1966 World cup final collage
featuring Geoff Hurst photographs and signature
with certificate of authenticity. £60.00 - £80.00

A contemporary bronze figure, 33 cm tall. £80.00 £120.00

564

A bronze figure of an Italian girl holding a basket of
flowers. £50.00 - £80.00

538

An unframed oil on canvas of a vase of flowers.
£20.00 - £30.00

565

539

A Superb quality Viner's 3 piece silver plate tea
set, a silver plate tray and a silver plate coffee pot.
£30.00 - £50.00

A contemporary bronze sculpture. £80.00 £120.00

566

A mixed lot of brass and copper including warming
pan, punch bowl, candlesticks. jug etc., £30.00 £50.00

540

A good quality Victorian copper samovar urn with
brass tap. £30.00 - £50.00

567

14 pieces of coloured glass, some with enamel
decoration. £20.00 - £30.00

541

A Japanese bronze lamp base. £25.00 - £35.00

568

542

A framed signed boxing glove with signatures of
Ken Norton, Leon Spinks, Ernie Shavers, Karl
Mildenberger, Jurgen Blin, Richard Dunn and
Brian London with certificate of authentication.
£100.00 - £150.00

A pair of tall Satsuma vases, 46 cm tall. £40.00 £60.00

569

A vintage snooker score board by E A Clare &
Son, Liverpool. £200.00 - £300.00

570

A contemporary bronze figure, 52 cm. £80.00 £120.00

537

543
544

A framed signed boxing glove 'Iron' Mike Tyson
with certificate of authentication. £100.00 - £150.00 571
A framed signed boxing glove 'Frank Bruno' with
certificate of authentication. £100.00 - £150.00

545

A framed boxing glove signed by Chris Eubank
and Tony Ben. £100.00 - £150.00

546

A signed boxing glove, John H Stracey. £30.00 £50.00

547

A signed Everlast red boxing glove, Riddick Bow.
£30.00 - £50.00

548

A signed boxing glove, Roberto Duran/Robe with
certificate. £30.00 - £50.00

549
550

572

A 3 piece brass clock garniture. £150.00 - £180.00

573

A framed and glazed Arsenal football shirts
collage signed Tony Adams and Ian Wright with
certificate of authentication. £80.00 - £120.00

574

A framed and glazed Arsenal football shirt and
photograph collage signed Bergkamp with
certificate of authentication. £80.00 - £120.00

575

A tall Chinese vase, 82cm. £50.00 - £80.00

576

A mahogany book rack. £20.00 - £30.00

A signed boxing glove, Sugar Ray Leonard. £30.00 577
- £50.00
578
A cased signed boxing glove, Sir Henry Cooper.
£80.00 - £120.00
579
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A pair of Morgantow crystal plates, "Angelica" and
"Violet"!. £30.00 - £50.00

A Hornby Dublo 3 rail 'Bristol Castle' train set.
£30.00 - £50.00
9 Wedgwood Jasper ware plates. £20.00 - £30.00
A gilt framed oil on canvas seascape. £25.00 -

£35.00

605

An unusual 19th century mahogany chest of
drawers. £50.00 - £80.00

580

An old cased violin and bow, a/f. £30.00 - £50.00

581

A good cased brass microscope, 'Nivoc', W & J
George Ltd., Birmingham, £50.00 - £80.00

606

A gilt framed oil on canvas still life study of fruit.
£30.00 - £50.00

582

A blue and white Chinese pot on stand. £20.00 £30.00

607

A framed Cadbury sign. £80.00 - £120.00

608

A good quality Butler and Ashbury canteen of
cutlery. £40.00 - £60.00

609

A good carved oak drop leaf table. £40.00 - £60.00

583

A Victorian corner cupboard with shell inlay.
£30.00 - £50.00

584

An original oil on canvas 'A Summer to Remember' 610
signed Ben Paine, details verso. £50.00 - £80.00

A superb quality deep buttoned brown leather
captain's chair. £120.00 - £150.00

585

A pair of oriental lidded jars (1 lid a/f). £15.00 £25.00

611

A colourful studio glass figure. £25.00 - £35.00

612

Taxidermy - an animal skull. £20.00 - £30.00

A late 19th century striking carriage clock with
613
reverse painted on glass panels, £300.00 - £500.00
614
A very rare 19th cenutry striking carriage clock
with Limoges panels depicting birds and insects,
615
A D stamp inside case with V and D in oval on
back plate of movement. £500.00 - £800.00
616

Taxidermy - an animal horn. £15.00 - £25.00

586
587

588

2 framed and glazed signed Captain Marvel and
Captain America prints. £20.00 - £30.00

589

A good mahogany framed deep buttoned chaise
longue. £80.00 - £120.00

590

A framed and glazed Marvel Cinematic Universe
Part 2 montage and a Back to the Future (1985,
1989, 1990) Treble montage 407/500. £25.00 £35.00

591
592
593
594
595
596

A good lot of Pirates of the Caribbean toys. £20.00
- £30.00
A cased 'Formby' ukelele/banjo. £25.00 - £35.00
A mahogany inlaid high back elbow chair. £20.00 £30.00

617

Taxidermy - various antlers. £20.00 - £30.00

618

Taxidermy - a badger pelt. £20.00 - £30.00

619

A colourful studio glass sculpture (in need of fixing
back on base). £25.00 - £35.00

620

A French ormolu inlaid side table with brass
gallery. £80.00 - £120.00

621
3 framed and glazed Tim Bulmar cartoons. £30.00 622
£50.00
623
A leather covered stick stand with walking sticks
and umbrella. £30.00 - £50.00
624
A good quality engraved triple dressing table
mirror. £20.00 - £30.00
625

A small inlaid bureau. £30.00 - £50.00
Taxidermy - an owl on branch. £30.00 - £50.00

A colourful studio glass clown faced vase. £30.00 - 626
£50.00
627
A Macdonald bone china bowl decorated with
628
butterflies. £15.00 - £25.00
629
An oval mahogany framed toilet mirror. £20.00 630
£30.00

A vintage metal table fan. £20.00 - £30.00

597

A pot stand on tripod base. £15.00 - £25.00

598

A good quality mahogany kneehole desk with
leather inset top. £80.00 - £120.00

599

An old world globe. £20.00 - £30.00

600

A contemporary bronze figure of a skeleton
marked Bronze Geranti Paris, A7949. £40.00 £60.00

A mahogany dome front corner cupboard. £30.00 £50.00
An inlaid bedroom chair. £15.00 - £25.00
Taxidermy - a woodpecker. £20.00 - £30.00
Taxidermy - a cased sparrowhawk. £30.00 - £50.00
Taxidermy - a little owl. £20.00 - £30.00
Taxidermy - an owl. £25.00 - £35.00
Taxidermy - a cased pair of long eared owls (one
is missing an eye but it is in the case. £30.00 £50.00

631

An overmantel mirror with Asprey signage. £80.00 £120.00

632

A Victorian black marble Paladian style 8 day
mantel clock. £80.00 - £120.00

633

A good lot of pot lids, pot lid frames and a signed
Price Guide to Pot lids book. £40.00 - £60.00

601

A Jaguar 'The Leaping Jaguar' model on base.
£40.00 - £60.00

634

A Victorian oil lamp base with glass font and
complete with burner. £30.00 - £50.00

602

A French mahogany bidet/baby bath complete
with liner. £30.00 - £50.00

635

603

A good quality cased set of fish knives and forks
with servers. £25.00 - £35.00

A good ceramic table lamp complete with shade.
£20.00 - £30.00

636

A Praltica camera with 1500A flash gun and a long
lens. £30.00 - £50.00

604

A Minolta camera lens, a Minolta flash gun, a teleconverter etc., in a camera bag. £20.00 - £30.00

637

A Nikon IF301 camera, a 70 x 210 zoom lens and
an S B 26 speed light. £30.00 - £50.00
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638

A Nikon F90 camera, a 28mbt/2.8 lens, An SB18
speed light and a tele converter. £30.00 - £50.00

£30.00
668

A model of a galleon. £20.00 - £30.00

639

A Canon Ixus 165 digital camera. £15.00 - £25.00

669

A model yacht. £20.00 - £30.00

640

A set of 3 brass fire irons and a pair of brass fire
dogs. £25.00 - £35.00

670

A framed and glazed water colour rural scene
initialled A M S '84. £20.00 - £30.00

641

A metal figure of an Arab, £25.00 - £35.00

671

642

A Weimrauch HW97K 0.22 air rifle with sight and
in case. £50.00 - £80.00

A framed and glazed watercolour rural scene
initialled A M S. £20.00 - £30.00

672

643

A good quality nest of 3 teak tables. £20.00 £30.00

A framed and glazed watercolour rural scene.
£20.00 - £30.00

673

644

A fabulous Victorian brass oil lamp with figures in
base, Bristol Blue glass font and original acid
etched bee-hive shade. £200.00 - £300.00

An autograph book circa 1917-1927 with many
drawings. £20.00 - £30.00

674

A collection of in excess of 120 second world war
pamphlets, leaflets and news sheets for
airdrops/distribution in France, Germany, Italy,
Poland, Greece and Yugoslavia. Some items
inscribed with date, location and pilots. A Nazi era
pocket atlas and 2 Nazi related photographs.
£200.00 - £300.00

645

A Beswick wall plaque 'Regent Street 1852'.
£30.00 - £50.00

646
647

A John Beswick golden retriever. £20.00 - £30.00
A Rosenthal Gemany boxer dog. £20.00 - £30.00

648

A good set of brass scales with weights. £30.00 £50.00

675

A mixed lot of stamps on leaves, mainly
commonwealth. £30.00 - £40.00

649

A Beswick woodpecker. £25.00 - £35.00

676

650

A good cased brass microscope. £50.00 - £80.00

9 rare Vogue 'The Picture Record', circa 1940's
including 2 signed Sphink. £40.00 - £60.00

651

A Beswick jay. £25.00 - £35.00

677

652

A large cased model three mast sailing boat.
£50.00 - £80.00

A large Victorian hand painted lidded vase and a
pair of tall Victorian hand painted vases. £30.00 £50.00

653

Three silver plate coffee pots. £20.00 - £30.00

678

2 Charlemagne magnums of demi sec sparking
perry. £20.00 - £30.00

654

A good quality Victorian copper kettle with acorn
knob to lid. £20.00 - £30.00

679

A good French alabaster mantle clock under dome
with swinging cherub pendulum. £50.00 - £80.00

655

A lovely arts and crafts brass planter. £30.00 £50.00

680

656

A good quality Victorian copper kettle with
unusual hinged lid and acorn knob. £20.00 - £30.00

A good French alabaster mantel clock under dome
with swinging cherub pendulum, complete and
working. £50.00 - £80.00

681

657

2 pairs of tall Victorian brass candlesticks. £20.00
- £30.00

An open escapement chiming mantel clock in
good working order but missing glass to front.
£30.00 - £50.00

658

An unusual Tiffany style table lamp in the form of a 682
peacock. £30.00 - £50.00

659

A stick stand with embosses coat of arms. £20.00
- £30.00

660

3 bird group figures. £20.00 - £30.00

661

A Rowland Ward, Picadilly taxidermy horse hoof
684
surmounted silver plated chamber candlestick
engraved Shamrock, April 2nd 1907. (silver plated
pot loose). £80.00 - £120.00
685
A taxidermy hoof surmounted with a silver vesta
box by John Batson & Son, London, 1904.
£100.00 - £150.00
A French alabaster mantel clock, in working order. 686
£30.00 - £50.00
687
A Victorian brass gravity clock in working order.
£150.00 - £180.00

662

663
664
665

A model of a galleon. £20.00 - £30.00

666

A cased model galleon. £20.00 - £30.00

667

A good quality model sailing yacht. £20.00 -
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A rare Victorian handle wind brass and wood
bellows. In good working order, belt has been
change and works but needs replacing. £30.00 £50.00
A good inlaid drop dial wall clock, inlay in good
condition and in working order. £50.00 - £80.00
A good drop dial wall clock by Stratz Lehrenbach,
Perth. A good clean clock in working order.
£50.00 - £80.00
A carved oak case brass faced 19th century
Grandfather clock, Winburn, Hexham. Complete
and in good working order. £120.00 - £150.00
A 19th century brass and silvered dial Grandfather
clock, Matthew Jones, Lincoln. £120.00 - £150.00
A 19th century Grandfather clock with brass and
silvered dial in an oak and mahogany case.
£120.00 - £150.00

688

A single weight Victorian mahogany Vienna wall
clock, in working order. £60.00 - £90.00

689

An Unusual Victorian mahogany Vienna wall clock

with side mirrors and shelves, in working order.
£120.00 - £150.00
690

691

692

cm. £20.00 - £30.00

A long case clock with Adam and Eve automaton
and moon phase and date dials. Flame
mahogany case with reeded columns. Maker
David Prowting, late 18th century, 211 cm (83")
tall with hour repeat lever. £400.00 - £600.00
A 19th century painted arch dial (Leicester) long
case clock in and oak and mahogany case.
£120.00 - £150.00
An early 19th century oak long case clock with a
painted arch dial. F N Bolton, Chesterfield
Street?. £120.00 - £150.00

693

A good gilded spelter mantel clock with alabaster
plaques, complete and in working order but has
had repair to back platform. £40.00 - £60.00

694

A superb quality French gilded clock with hand
painted Sevres panels on all sides, in good
condition apart from a small repair to dial, in good
working order. Height 35 cm, width 25 cm.
£150.00 - £250.00

695

696

A double weight Victorian mahogany Vienna wall
clock, complete and in working order but needs
new stringing. £70.00 - £90.00
A good brass chiming mantel clock complete with
mercury pendulum and in working order. £40.00 £60.00

714

An early 19th century sampler by Mary
Stephenson, Age 10, 1821 In very good condition
considering it is 200 years old. 65 x 67 cm.
£80.00 - £120.00

715

An early 19th century sampler, Ann Psilthorpe,
1834, aged 13. Faded and some text illegible. 43
x 53 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

716

A 19th century child's potty chair. £30.00 - £50.00

717

A good pair of 19th century mahogany hall tables.
£80.00 - £120.00

718

A mid 19th century walnut marquetry inlaid table
(some inlay a/f). £30.00 - £50.00

719

A gilt frame wall mirror with lights (will need
rewiring). £20.00 - £30.00

720

A large early rocking horse on bowed rockers.
£600.00 - £800.00

721

A mahogany dining table with 4 chairs. £30.00 £50.00

722

A pair of elaborately carved oak hall chairs (cane
seats need replacing). £80.00 - £120.00

723

A domed front display cabinet. £25.00 - £35.00

724

A set of 4 mahogany dining chairs. £20.00 - £30.00

725

A cased set of bagpipes. £40.00 - £60.00

726

An art deco figure.

697

A good quality Range Multiuse single lens
telescope in as new condition. £20.00 - £30.00

727

An Edwardian mahogany inlaid display cabinet
with domed glass door. £70.00 - £90.00

698

A 19th century brass drum cased carriage clock
striking on a bell. £70.00 - £90.00

728

A very unusual female torso made from uncirculated 2p pieces. £30.00 - £50.00

699

A new German air pistol. £150.00 - £180.00

729

700

A good quality oriental style telephone seat.
£25.00 - £35.00

A mahogany astragal glazed corner cabinet.
£40.00 - £60.00

730

701

Five Victorian mahogany cabriole leg balloon back
chairs. £30.00 - £50.00

A pair of Chinese bronze dragon vases. 35 cm tall.
£20.00 - £30.00

731

702

A kidney shaped ormolu mounted writing desk
with leather inset top. £30.00 - £50.00

A table lamp with Tiffany style shade. £20.00 £30.00

732

A mahogany 3 shelf book case. £25.00 - £35.00

703

A good quality gilt framed mirror. £20.00 - £30.00

733

704

A decorative gilt framed mirror. £20.00 - £30.00

An alabaster and gilt table lamp surmounted
cherubs. £20.00 - £30.00

705

A mahogany inlaid glazed top bookcase. £50.00 £80.00

734

A mahogany galleried table. £25.00 - £35.00

735

706

An Edwardian mahogany inlaid display cabinet.
£80.00 - £120.00

A Victorian 2 drawer work table with drop sides.
£40.00 - £60.00

736

707

A metal framed bevel edged mirror. £15.00 - £20.00

A good mahogany stationery box complete with
inkwells. £30.00 - £50.00

708

A Regency style cheval mirror. £30.00 - £50.00

737

709

A good quality tan leather three piece suite.
£50.00 - £80.00

A mahogany salon suite comprising chaise
longue, ladies chair, gentleman's chair and 5
cabriole leg chairs. £80.00 - £120.00

710

A carved oak spinning chair. £20.00 - £30.00

738

An Edwardian mahogany inlaid pot stand. £20.00 £30.00

711

A Victorian rocking horse on pine frame. £120.00 £150.00

739

A good mahogany hall chair. £20.00 - £30.00

712

A Victorian sampler 'Mount School, Newark 1887',
30 x 40 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

740

A mahogany framed green leather deep buttoned
chair with matching footstool. £80.00 - £120.00

713

An antique oriental painted panel on linen, 51 x 72

741

A contemporary garden sculpture. £20.00 - £30.00
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742

A pair of Victorian peg font oil lamps on ormolu
brass candlesticks (one shade chipped and
burners a/f). £100.00 - £120.00

771

Taxidermy - a stags head on shield. £50.00 £80.00

743

A mahogany writing desk. £30.00 - £50.00

772

744

A mahogany inlaid elbow chair. £20.00 - £30.00

A butterfly collector's cabinet with contents.
£80.00 - £120.00

745

A wooden painted standard lamp with shade.
£25.00 - £35.00

773

An advertising chair 'Charles Baker' incorporating a
trouser press. £80.00 - £120.00

746

A pair of oak barley twist candlesticks. £15.00 £25.00

774

A large oval mahogany extending dining table.
£30.00 - £50.00

747

A mahogany tripod table. £30.00 - £50.00

775

748

A pair of cane seated bedroom chairs and a stool.
£20.00 - £30.00

A portfolio of pictures including Inuit related.
£20.00 - £30.00

776

A leopardskin rug. £30.00 - £50.00

749

A mahogany dining table. £30.00 - £50.00

777

750

An oval mahogany dining table with four chairs.
£40.00 - £60.00

An Indian panel of 'Linen' paper, 104 x 35 cm.
£15.00 - £25.00

778

A new German air rifle with instructions. £200.00 £300.00

A gilded overmantel mirror with Roman chariot
scene across top. £350.00 - £450.00

779

An old cased violin with bow, a/f, (bow signed but
indistinct). Label inside reads Antonios
Stradivarius Cremonensis Faciebat Anno 17.
£30.00 - £50.00

A glazed top display cabinet with leaded glass
doors. £80.00 - £120.00

780

A narrow hall stand. £30.00 - £50.00

781

A mahogany astragal glazed bookcase. £40.00 £60.00

753

A lovely walnut drop side table (missing one
caster). £40.00 - £60.00

782

A large Victorian tapestry screen in and oak and
walnut frame on pad feet. £80.00 - £120.00

754

A replica Peer's Chairs silver jubilee chair. £20.00 - 783
£30.00

755

A mahogany corner chair. £20.00 - £30.00

756

A mahogany extending dining table and 6 chairs.
£50.00 - £80.00

1000A SATURDAY 2ND JANUARY 2021 AUCTION
BEGINS AT 9AM WITH LOT 1001

757

A wheel back Windsor chair. £30.00 - £50.00

1001

A vintage silver perpetual calendar. £20.00 - £30.00

758

A carved Black Forest articulated wall hanging
bear. £40.00 - £60.00

1002

A 9ct gold badge, 8.6 grams, (fastener a/f). £15.00
- £25.00

759

A pair of superb quality Original Orient Express
Pullman chairs - the Pullman chairs which were
replaced as part of a refurbishment in the 1990s.
£200.00 - £300.00

1003

A 9ct gold sovereign mount on 9ct gold chain,
approximately 7 grams. £20.00 - £30.00

1004

A pair of 14k gold cuff links. £20.00 - £30.00

1005

A silver pendant with matching earrings. £20.00 £30.00

1006

A 9ct gold ring set green stone, size N half.
£25.00 - £35.00

1007

An 18ct gold and platinum diamond ring, marked
Tat. No. 202591, W G & G, size M. £40.00 £60.00

1008

A 9ct gold ring set blue stone and a 9ct gold
wishbone ring. £30.00 - £50.00

751
752

760

761

£20.00 - £30.00

An oil painting of a storm scene in a superb
quality double gilt frame. Signed Eoco?. £30.00 £50.00
A good oil painting of a rural scene in a superb
quality double gilt frame, signed but indistinct.
£30.00 - £50.00

END OF DAY ONE. PLEASE JOIN US AGAIN
AT 9AM ON SATURDAY 2ND JANUARY FOR
LOTS FROM 1001 TO 1607.

762

A mahogany pot stand. £15.00 - £25.00

763

A pair of high backed dining chair. £15.00 - £25.00

764

A large extending mahogany dining table with 2
leaves and a set of 8 chairs. £80.00 - £120.00

1009

A 9ct gold pendant set blue stones on a 9ct gold
chain (chain a/f). £20.00 - £30.00

765

A good quality gilded salon chair with cane seat
and back. £30.00 - £50.00

1010

A pair of 9ct gold stud earrings set blue stones.
£20.00 - £30.00

766

A Windsor chair. £30.00 - £50.00

1011

767

A 4 drawer mahogany chest. £25.00 - £35.00

A 9ct gold ring set large blue stone size R. £30.00
- £50.00

768

A mahogany rocking crib. £30.00 - £50.00

1012

A silver bracelet set amber. £25.00 - £35.00

769

A large mahogany drop side dining table. £40.00 - 1013
£60.00

770

A contemporary table lamp with beaded shade.
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A heavy gate bracelet in silver with a heart locket
fastener. £45.00 - £65.00

1014

A circa 1970's silver pendant on attached silver
chain. £50.00 - £80.00

1041

A 9ct gold stone set band ring, size J. £50.00 £80.00

1015

An amethyst set pendant in silver with attached
snake link silver chain. £50.00 - £80.00

1042

A quantity of vintage brooches on felt and a boxed
pearl brooch. £15.00 - £25.00

1016

An open work silver bracelet. £30.00 - £50.00

1043

1017

A silver link I D bracelet. £40.00 - £60.00

1018

A stone set floral design pendant in silver. £20.00 £30.00

A mixed lot of costume jewellery, some in boxes
together with sundries to include watches, cuff
links, vintage embroidered phone case, leather
wallet, bracelets, bangles, necklaces etc., £15.00 £25.00

1019

A stone set bracelet in silver. £35.00 - £45.00

1044

1020

A pendant fashioned as a butterfly set with garnet
stones in silver. £45.00 - £65.00

A mixed lot of costume jewellery including pearls,
beads, some vintage to include necklaces,
bracelets, bangles etc., £15.00 - £25.00

1021

A silver pendant set pink stone on a silver stone.
£40.00 - £60.00

1045

2 Minton blue Gothic pattern trio's and a red
patterned Minton kidney dish £20.00 - £30.00

1022

A quantity of old jewellery including silver and a
gold locket. £80.00 - £120.00

1046

2 Fornasetti 'snack' bowls (Mid century) and
a'Liqueur a la Cachueha' dish. £20.00 - £30.00

1023

Four silver rings and a 9ct gold ring. £50.00 £80.00

1047

A cased Aprey mother of pearl caviar set. £20.00 £30.00

1024

An amber vintage pendant in a pale blue enamel
surround with an attached silver chain, £45.00 £65.00

1048

An Asprey black crocodile hand bag with hall
marked silver mount. £100.00 - £150.00

1049

1025

A heart shaped amethyst in silver on attached
silver chain. £50.00 - £80.00

A David Linley P & O 'Special Edition' for
passengers post-it note holder, new in box. £20.00
- £30.00

1026

1050
A smoky quartz gold set pendant with gold
attached chain, circa 1970/80's. £80.00 - £120.00

1027

Four pairs of vintage earrings. £30.00 - £50.00

1028

A stone set star designed pendant in silver with
attached silver chain. £50.00 - £80.00

1029

A quantity of interesting jewellery including some
silver items. £40.00 - £60.00

1030

A silver bracelet designed as ovals, stamped.
£30.00 - £50.00

1031
1032

1051

A Hermes, Paris 'Patchwork Brazil' ceramic VidePoche. £20.00 - £30.00

1052

A Swarovski 'Apollo' bowl, 1990's, signed Borek
Sipek with approximatley 40 coloured stones on
plated platinum settings (one stone missing).
£60.00 - £80.00

1053
A jade brooch surrounded by enamelled flowers in
shades of blue, silver mounted. £80.00 - £120.00 1054
3 items of white metal green stone set jewellery
being pendant with matching bracelet and brooch.
1055
£35.00 - £45.00

1033

An oval designed bracelet in a rust colour, silver
mounted. £45.00 - £65.00

1034

A Victorian banded agate brooch together with a
cut steel and blue surround 19th century brooch.
£60.00 - £80.00

1035

A Blue John stone bangle set in silver with silver
brooch in the art nouveau style and a pair of
pendant earrings. £40.00 - £60.00

1036

An unusual necklace designed as overlapping
leaves in white metal. £40.00 - £60.00

1037

A Judiaca Russion lion topped stone set white
metal filigree egg, Russian silver marks. £25.00 £35.00

A Lady Elgin 14ct gold and diamond set wrist
watch circa 1952, in original box. £20.00 - £30.00
An art deco blue enamel and silver ladies purse
watch/clock, a/f. £30.00 - £50.00
A hall marked silver (Chester 1912) chocolate
table box (Colin Hewer). £80.00 - £120.00

1056

2 hall marked silver menu holders (1 by Asprey, 1
with Winchester school crest). £20.00 - £30.00

1057

An Asprey hall marked silver (marks rubbed)
'patent' ruler/pencil, ruler extends to 9", (art deco
circa 1920's). £25.00 - £35.00

1058

A 9ct gold wrist watch on 9ct gold bracelet
(bracelet a/f). £30.00 - £50.00

1059

A 9ct gold and pearl pendant on 9ct gold chain,
5.6 grams total, (chain needs fixing). £30.00 £50.00

Three old brooches and a further brooch in white
metal. £35.00 - £45.00

1060

A Victorian gold bar brooch set peridot. £20.00 £30.00

1038

A good selection of abstract vintage and later
chunky designed jewellery. £60.00 - £80.00

1061

A gold bracelet with safety chain and padlock,
21.2 grams. £50.00 - £80.00

1039

A quantity of colourful jewellery. £20.00 - £30.00

1062

1040

A 14ct gold jade ring in an oval design, size L.
£150.00 - £180.00

A silver and enamel Isle of Man stick pin together
with a micro mosaic stick pin. £25.00 - £35.00

1063

A Victorian gold stick pin set 1/8th carat diamond.
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£40.00 - £60.00

1091

A portfolio of 30 original fashion illustrations in pen
and ink by Roz Jennings (Illustrator for Laura
Ashley in 1970's, please note that the illustrations
are contemporary and not from the 1970s). £50.00
- £80.00

1092

A portfolio of 30 original fashion illustrations in pen
and ink by Roz Jennings (Illustrator for Laura
Ashley in 1970's, please note that the illustrations
are contemporary and not from the 1970s). £50.00
- £80.00

1064

A rose cameo pendant on gold chain. £20.00 £30.00

1065

An unusual Victorian brooch (possibly mourning),
one white stone missing. £30.00 - £50.00

1066

A 9ct gold diamond shaped ring set clear stones,
size M. £20.00 - £30.00

1067

An Edwardian 9ct gold pendant on 9ct gold chain.
£40.00 - £60.00

1068

A 1912 gold Sovereign. £150.00 - £180.00

1093

1069

A 1912 gold sovereign on a 9ct gold bracelet with
padlock (bracelet 14 grams.) £150.00 - £180.00

A good collection of police badges & buttons etc.
£20.00 - £30.00

1094

A boxed set of 8 Chinese Cloissonne enamel pill
boxes. £20.00 - £40.00

1070

An unusual bottle opener/pen knife with mother of
1095
pearl back and front. £15.00 - £25.00

A mixed lot of pin badges etc., including some
enamel & silver also military buttons. £20.00 £30.00

1071

A silver brooch. £10.00 - £20.00

1072

A 9ct gold ring set opals and seed pearls, size M.
£40.00 - £60.00

1096

2 boxed silver backed brush and comb sets.
£15.00 - £25.00

1073

An 18ct gold cluster ring set central ruby and
diamonds, size N. £80.00 - £120.00

1097

An NSDAP political leaders belt. £80.00 - £120.00

1074

An 18ct good quality 5 stone diamond ring, size
N. £250.00 - £350.00

1098

A mixed lot of writing implements etc., £20.00 £30.00

1075

An amber necklace. £30.00 - £50.00

1099

A jewellery box and costume jewellery. £20.00 £30.00

1076

A cased 9ct gold necklace, 25.5 grams. £80.00 £120.00

1100

A mixed lot of bone bangles, carved vase,
elephants etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1077

A selection of small continental porcelain figures
and a small glass dome. £15.00 - £25.00

1101

A mixed lot of rulers, slide rules etc., including
advertising. £20.00 - £30.00

1078

A mixed lot of bone necklaces etc including boars
1102
tooth and a puzzle ball on stand. £15.00 - £25.00

1079

A Resin Buddha and 3 smaller examples. £15.00 1103
£25.00

1080

An Edwardian inlaid mahogany Maple & Co., Paris
mantel clock and one other. £20.00 - £30.00

1081

4 pretty trinket boxes. £10.00 - £20.00

1082

3 Wedgwood black Jasper trinket pots, vase and 5
dishes. £20.00 - £30.00
A quantity of boxed Corgi and Dinky including
Silver Jubilee taxi, state coach, Battle of Britain
50th anniversary. £20.00 - £40.00

1104

A pair of early Delft bon bon dishes. £20.00 £30.00

2 boxed Lige wrist watches and two others.
£20.00 - £30.00

1105

Eleven Elizabeth II Cook Island collector's coins in
coin case. £30.00 - £50.00

1083

A 1994 Barbados silver dollar, a Grand Lodge
medal, medal ribbons etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1106

A cash box containing assorted coins. £10.00 £20.00

1084

A Longines La Grande Classique quartz
wristwatch, L46352, 1389, 28137858.
(Has a new battery) £80.00 - £120.00

1107

An interesting collection of photographs including
Coronation 1930's, India, Army, Family. £60.00 £80.00

1085

A selection of Inuit carved bone items including
polar bears. £20.00 - £30.00

1108

7 glass paperweights including souvenir. £15.00 £25.00

1086

A mixed lot of vintage cigarette lighters including
Ronson. £15.00 - £25.00

1109

1087

A vintage skinning knife with antler handle and
Sheffield blade. £20.00 - £30.00

A Stratton mother of pearl powder compact, a
mother of pearl cigarette case and another powder
compact. £20.00 - £30.00

1110

A mixed lot including netsuke, napkin rings etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

1111

5 assorted busts including George Washington,
Eros etc., £15.00 - £25.00

1088

A cased set of 6 silver teaspoons. £20.00 - £30.00

1089

8 assorted boxed pendants. £15.00 - £25.00

1090

A portfolio of 30 original fashion illustrations in pen
1112
and ink by Roz Jennings (Illustrator for Laura
Ashley in 1970's, please note that the illustrations
are contemporary and not from the 1970s). £50.00 1113
- £80.00
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A Victorian oil on canvas, cows & sheep, not
signed £80.00 - £120.00
Spare lot £15.00 - £25.00

1114

An 'Inuit' Walrus, A dolphin pin tray and a Nordic
bone knife. £20.00 - £30.00

1141

A genuine Whitefriars bark base, 19cm tall.
£25.00 - £35.00

1115

Spare Lot

1142

1116

Spare Lot

A genuine Whitefriars bark vase, 19 cm. £25.00 £35.00

1117

A continental silver tea strainer, a hall marked
silver gilt nail buffer, a silver gilt comb a/f, a silver
handled straining spoon and a pair of white metal
fruit scissors. £20.00 - £30.00

1143

A genuine Whitefriars vase, 15 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

1144

A late Victorian brass Corcoran & Co, London,
chondometer corn balance bushel scales (weights
not included) £50.00 - £60.00

1118

4 vintage hats (heads not included). £15.00 £25.00

1145

2 pairs of vases, 16.5 cm. (Ravenhead glass)
£30.00 - £50.00

1119

An unusual vase deeply incised with flowers,
1146
leaves and trees on a cream background, 'Indian
Tree', hand painted, H J Wood, marked 574,, 1719 1147
& YM, 4.5". £10.00 - £20.00

A frosted glass nude female figurine. £15.00 £25.00

1120

A Royal Stanley ware 'Jacobean' design vase,
7.5". £15.00 - £25.00

1148

A ceramic decanters in the form of 18th century
soldiers and 2 soldier figures. £20.00 - £30.00

1121

A Tuscan Decord pottery 9" vase on a
yellow/cream foot with floral style decoration (art
nouveau?) D458/885, small chip to underside.
£2.00 - £30.00

1149

A Black forest wall bracket, a carved wood box, a
wooden cannon, a hand painted icon, and another
box (a/f). £15.00 - £25.00

1122

A good pair of Siamese bronze figures. £25.00 £35.00

1150

An early Delft jug, 23.5 cm tall, a/f (many chips).
£20.00 - £30.00

1123

A large Beswick horse. £20.00 - £30.00

1151

An early 20th century cricket ball, well used but
collectable. £10.00 - £20.00

1124

A figure of a chimney sweep on roof with cat.
£15.00 - £25.00

1152

A pair of old oval brass plaques. £20.00 - £30.00

1125

A Goebel giraffe with baby. £20.00 - £30.00

1153

A two piece glass table centrepiece. £15.00 £25.00

1126

A Beswick antelope. £15.00 - £25.00

1154

1127

A Royal Doulton 'New Baby' figure. £15.00 - £25.00

1128

An earthenware wine sell figure group. £15.00 £25.00

A silver mustard pot, a silver pusher, a silver
bracelet, a glass inkwell, carving set etc., £20.00 £30.00

1155

1129

A pair of Franz porcelain vases. £20.00 - £30.00

A framed and glazed Riddick Bow montage.
£30.00 - £50.00

1130

A Franz porcelain frog decorated milk jug and
lidded sugar bowl. £20.00 - £30.00

1156

1131

A Franz porcelain dragonfly decorated vase, milk
jug and lidded sugar bowl. £25.00 - £35.00

A framed and glazed photograph of Cassius Clay
with The Beatles with certificate of authenticity
signed Muhammad Ali £60.00 - £80.00

1157

1132

A large West German floor standing vase, 553-38.
£20.00 - £30.00

A framed and glazed Olympic Games 2012
programme/Anthony Joshua montage, signed.
£30.00 - £50.00

1133

An Indian decorative brass plaque. £20.00 - £30.00

1158

A large planter in the shape of a tigers head.
£20.00 - £30.00

1134

A large Royal Dux polar bear figure. £30.00 £50.00

1159

A good oak pot cupboard. £30.00 - £50.00

1135

Two hand decorated studio pottery plates. £20.00 £30.00

1160

An original signed Tyson Fury flyer with authentic
signature and certificate of authenticity. £25.00 £35.00

1136

A three piece silver plate tea set. £20.00 - £30.00

1161

1137

A seven piece Meissen style monkey band.
£30.00 - £50.00

A framed and glazed print of 'Asian War Chariots'
in gilt frame. £20.00 - £30.00

1162

1138

Two wood and a cloth milliners hat mould. £30.00 £50.00

An Edwardian oval watercolour portrait of a lady in
a gilt frame, frame approximately 50 x 63 cm.
£20.00 - £30.00

1139

A genuine Whitefriars Drunken Bricklayer vase by 1163
Geoffrey Baxter. Approximately 22 cm. £60.00 £80.00
1164
A genuine Whitefriars Drunken Bricklayer vase by
Geoffrey Baxter. Approximately 22 cm. £60.00 - 1165
£80.00

1140
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A small Lalique specimen vase, 11 cm, signed to
base. £30.00 - £50.00

A silk top hat by Tresds & Co., Ltd., London.
£25.00 - £35.00
A mahogany inlaid corner cupboard. £30.00 £50.00
A framed and glazed Pink Floyd 'The Wall'
montage, signed. £60.00 - £80.00

1166

A framed and glazed limited edition rugby related
print 'Pride and Passion' by Dough Hyde. Image
27 x 23 cm. £50.00 - £80.00

1192

A tall classical Greek style vase. £20.00 - £30.00

1193

A mahogany display cabinet with domed glass.
£30.00 - £50.00

1167

A framed and glazed limited edition print
'Victorious' by Doug Hyde, Image 28 x 23 cm.
£50.00 - £80.00

1194

A painted wooden push along horse. £100.00 £120.00

1168

A framed and glazed limited edition (fishing
related) print by Doug Hyde, image 58 x 46 cm.
£100.00 - £120.00

1195

A 'Sunny Jim' cloth doll, a vintage cracker lady
and an old toy cat £10.00 - £20.00

1196

A Vintage firefighter fire engine pedal car. £150.00 £180.00

1169

1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176

A framed and glazed limited edition print 356/395,
'Space Cadets' by Doug Hyde, image 55 x 40 cm. 1197
£100.00 - £120.00
1198
A framed and glazed study of 2 girls gazing in to
the distance. £20.00 - £30.00
1199
A good quality gilt framed bevel edged mirror.
£15.00 - £25.00
1200
A 1930's French 3 wheel pedal car. £200.00 £300.00
1201
A gilt framed portrait print of Winston Churchill,
signed and dated 1942. £20.00 - £30.00

1202
A good quality contemporary fire surround. £20.00 £30.00
1203
A pair of iron fire dogs. £25.00 - £35.00
1204
A cast iron fire grate with side stands. £30.00 £50.00

1177

A plaster Buddha, a/f. £15.00 - £25.00

1178

A Sheffield United History from 1912. £10.00 £20.00

1179

A fruit machine. £50.00 - £80.00

1180

A four fold screen. £15.00 - £25.00

1181

A framed and glazed portrait of a lady. £20.00 £30.00

1182

1183

A framed and glazed Victorian photograph of a
lady. £15.00 - £25.00

1185

2 framed and glazed battle scenes "Wellington &
Bucher" meeting after the Battle of Waterloo and
The Death of Nelson at the Battle of Trafalgar.
£30.00 - £50.00

A good art nouveau style fire place in wooden
surround. £50.00 - £80.00
Taxidermy - a cased badger circa 1910. £80.00 £120.00
A pine table. £25.00 - £35.00
A large quantity of 'O' gauge model railway track
on wooden sleepers and board. £40.00 - £60.00
A Scalextric Champion tourer's set (no cars) and a
set 400 (missing one car) £10.00 - £20.00
A Victorian wooden box containing ephemera in
the form of old letters. £15.00 - £25.00
A boxed Italeri No. 1604 Siege of Orleans set
(castle and layout sealed, missing soldiers).
£10.00 - £20.00

1205

A large quantity of model railway power supplies,
resistors, control board etc., £100.00 - £120.00

1206

2 Scalextric Formula 1 sets, Silverstone set
missing one car, other set missing both cars.
£10.00 - £20.00

1207

A cased Zeiss Ikon projector. £15.00 - £25.00

1208
An unframed oil on canvas in the style of L S
Lowry, signed John Goodland, 40 x 30 cm. £20.00
- £30.00
1209
A framed and glazed portrait of a child, signed but
indistinct. £15.00 - £25.00
1210

1184

A Sheffield silver plate 3 piece tea set (missing
milk jug). £15.00 - £25.00

Three 1940s/1950s chrome classic car spot lights
including Lucas 700, Notek and Marchall £100.00 £120.00
2 boxes of Scalextric track and barriers. £10.00 £20.00
A quantity of OO/HO gauge kit built buildings,
platforms etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1211

A Victorian inlaid tea trolley with drop leaves.
£30.00 - £50.00

1212

A Victorian bow front oak corner cupboard with
banded inlay. £30.00 - £50.00

1213

A pair of antique brass tie backs with laurel leaf
design. £40.00 - £60.00

1214

A pair of antique brass curtain tie backs. £50.00 £80.00

1186

A Viners 'Dubarry Classic' 44 piece canteen of
cutlery. £30.00 - £50.00

1187

A brass Corinthian column oil lamp base
converted to electric. £30.00 - £50.00

1188

3 early Arthur Wood vases/jugs. £30.00 - £50.00

1215

A pair of antique brass curtain tie backs with floral
brass work. £65.00 - £85.00

1189

A good quality mahogany contemporary credenza. 1216
£80.00 - £120.00

A pair of brass replica carriage lamp style exterior
lights with eagle tops. £20.00 - £30.00

1190

A satin walnut dressing table. £30.00 - £50.00

1191

A 4 piece silver plate tea set on tray. £20.00 £30.00
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An Edwardian oak cabinet with bevelled mirror
panels painted with milinary, Chicago advertising.
£150.00 - £180.00

1218

A metal doorstop of an owl. £30.00 - £50.00

1219

2 framed and glazed sets of collector's cards of
Ford Capri and Ford Escort. £10.00 - £20.00

1220

2 Elvis Presley framed souvenir montage's. £20.00 1247
- £30.00
A Hornby R.1056 'The Boxed Set' model railway. 1248

1221

1246

£30.00 - £50.00

An oil lamp with copper and brass stand, a
faceted font and chimney but no shade. £30.00 £50.00
An Edwardian oak framed print 'Happy as a King',
children playing on a farm gate. £20.00 - £30.00
A pair of 1930's glass fly catcher lamp shades and
one other (no chains). £15.00 - £25.00

1222

A vintage sewing box containing reels of cotton
and other needlework items. £20.00 - £30.00

1249

2 boxed set of Edinburgh crystal wine glasses.
£20.00 - £30.00

1223

A mixed lot of children's books including Mr Men,
Noddy, Rupert Bear, Munch Bunch etc., £10.00 £20.00

1250

A vintage suitcase with 'DWC' monogram. £10.00 £20.00

1251

A cast iron kettle on stand and 3 doorstops.
£20.00 - £30.00

1224

A radio controlled battle ship. £30.00 - £50.00

1225

A 2 door glazed display cabinet with McVitie &
Price Biscuits advertising. £160.00 - £180.00

1252

A Thomas Gunn miniatures figure of a War
Elephant. £10.00 - £20.00

1226

A Lincoln Road Car bus stop time table in frame.
£20.00 - £30.00

1253

A Victorian ruby glass lustre and a pair of blue
glass overlaid vases. £20.00 - £30.00

1227

A wooden washing peg. £10.00 - £20.00

1254

1228

A 1950's painted wooden rocking horse. £60.00 £80.00

A selection of Hornby Dublo 'OO' gauge tinplate
carriages and rolling stock. £25.00 - £35.00

1255

1229

A quantity of Battle of Britain Memorial Flight and
Bomber Command collector's plates. £15.00 £25.00

5 'Living Shakespeare' LP boxed sets (Spoken
work of his plays). £10.00 - £20.00

1256

1230

A petrol engine model car. £80.00 - £120.00

A quantity of Hornby and Ertl Thomas the Tank
Engine accessories, railway DVD's and a
Chuggington interactive set. £10.00 - £20.00

1231

A Clangers Home Planet play set and The Music
Boat. £10.00 - £20.00

1257

A quantity of Roslyn Paragon and Royal Stafford
tea ware together with St. Ives Studio pottery cups
and saucers. £20.00 - £30.00

1232

A Victorian tea set. £20.00 - £30.00

1258

1233

A selection of boxed Marklin HO gauge rolling
stock and track including Fleischmann and
Bachmann. £30.00 - £50.00

A signed limited edition Pratt 'Rivalry' by Willem
Haenraets in metal frame, a/f on frame corner.
£15.00 - £25.00

1234
1235
1236
1237
1238

1259
2 framed and glazed prints of WW2 aircraft by Iain
Wyllie. £10.00 - £20.00
1260
A quantity of linen and vintage hats in an old
1261
wicker basket. £20.00 - £30.00
1262
12 bottles of various alcohol including Hiedsieck &
Co., champagne. £20.00 - £30.00
1263
A long dark wood stained coffee table. £20.00 £30.00
1264
Approximately 38 pieces of Mason's dinnerware.
1265
£30.00 - £50.00

A Jameson Irish Whisky advertising mirror.
£100.00 - £120.00
6 items of Chinese pottery. £20.00 - £30.00
A Michelin enamel sign. £100.00 - £120.00
A large retro painted metal sign adverising
Landrover. £100.00 - £120.00
A retro painted metal advertising sign. £80.00 £120.00
A Regent petrol enamel sign. £100.00 - £120.00
An Edwardian gilt framed watercolour rural scene.
£20.00 - £35.00

1239

A large art pottery table lamp. £15.00 - £25.00

1240

A good selection of 'OO' gauge carriages by
Triang, Lima, Tempo etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1241

A boxed Ertl Farmall 706 tractor, model No. 2307. 1267
£20.00 - £30.00

A painted wooden Penguin DVD/CD display stand.
£20.00 - £30.00

1242

An Edwardian. nest of tables with figured walnut
tops under glass. £15.00 - £25.00

A large gilt framed oil on canvas trees by water.
£20.00 - £30.00

1243

A Royal Imperial floral bone china tea set. £15.00 - 1269
£25.00
1270
An Edwardian drop dial wall clock. £80.00 1271
£120.00

1244
1245

1266

1268

A Subbuteo club edition complete football game,
Leicester/Arsenal. £30.00 - £50.00
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A large Edwardian gilt framed watercolour family
scene in the garden signed L M Roth. £20.00 £30.00

A Waiting Limited metal road sign. £60.00 - £80.00
A framed and glazed print. £10.00 - £20.00
An Indian and China tea enamel advertising sign.
£100.00 - £150.00
A quantity of watercolours, drawings and

engravings. £20.00 - £30.00
1273
1274

1297

8 Folio Society books (some still sealed). £30.00 £50.00
1298
14 Subbuteo C100 teams including Ajax, France,
Corinthians, Shamrock Rovers etc., (Most in
excellent condition, one box has foxing). £50.00 £60.00

An 1810 Complete Family Bible by Rev. Joseph
Sutcliffe, Leeds (Spine distressed). £20.00 - £30.00
A quantity of empty jeweller's jewellery boxes.
£10.00 - £20.00

1299

A collection of Eggberts figures £10.00 - £20.00

1300

A boxed 1500ml bottle of Joseph Cabernet
Sauvignon Merlot 2000 and a boxed bottle of
Penfolds Grange Hermitage 1988. £15.00 - £25.00

1301

3 brass wise monkeys, Indian brass bowl and pair
of vases. £15.00 - £25.00

1302

A large selection of vintage pipes including
Meerscham, pipe racks, cigars etc., £30.00 £50.00

1275

A large collection of vintage dolls in nation dress,
(2 shelves). £10.00 - £20.00

1276

A ship's signalling lamp. £20.00 - £30.00

1277

An Adlake railway lamp. £20.00 - £30.00

1278

A Marx clockwork racing car. £40.00 - £60.00

1279

5 boxed Subbuteo teams including 66000 England
World cup squad, 4 x 63000 sets including Nancy, 1303
Arbroath etc., (all in excellent condition). £30.00 £40.00
1304

7 Royal Mail special stamp sets, 1992, 1993,
1994, 1995, 1996, 1997 and 1998. £50.00 - £60.00
A mixed lot of vintage O' gauge wooden railway
buildings to include Bassett Lowke Engine Shed,
Hugar and other manufacturers. £80.00 - £120.00

1280

A mixed lot of camera's. £20.00 - £30.00

1281

An antique rise and fall light, brass mounted with
pale pink frilled shade. £55.00 - £75.00

1305

1282

A Japanese tin plate Satellite X-107 space ship.
£20.00 - £30.00

A pre-war HMT wooden six wheel lorry. £40.00 £60.00

1306

1283

A box of playworn die cast and plastic toy
vehicles. £10.00 - £20.00

6 pieces of coloured art glass including iridescent
vase. £20.00 - £30.00

1307

1284

An Early Triang wooden puff puff train. £80.00 £120.00

An Arthur Price County Pewter 4 piece tea/coffee
set on tray. £30.00 - £50.00

1308

3 Victorian copper jelly moulds. £20.00 - £30.00

1285

An oval silver plate tray and a 3 piece silver plate
tea set. £20.00 - £30.00

1309

A quantity of boxed Scalextric cars and hand
controllers. £30.00 - £40.00

1286

3 rare Subbuteo P100 international squads
including Milan/Sorrento,
Inter/Pisa/Atacarta/Imeria and Catania/Liege.
£20.00 - £30.00

1310

A Royal Creamware dish and 2 others. £10.00 £20.00

1311

A set of brass fire irons, toasting fork etc., £20.00 £30.00

1287

1288

1289

An excellent collection of signed cricket ephemera 1312
including over 100 letters, 16 Benefit brochure and
1313
other items including Hutton, Cowdrey, Botham,
Willis, Gooch, Boycott etc., £150.00 - £250.00
1314
2 Subbuteo C100 teams (Rouen & Scotland), 4
incomplete teams and a continental display box
1315
(but only part contents). £10.00 - £20.00

7 pieces of coloured art glass. £20.00 - £30.00
A collection of decorative plates depicting owls.
£15.00 - £25.00
A boxed Merit travelling circus and a boxed
tinplate friction police helicopter. £20.00 - £30.00
An Edwardian oak Lazy Susan cake stand and a
barometer. £10.00 - £20.00

A large quantity of plastic dinosaur models.
£10.00 - £20.00

1316

1290

A small pin 6 drawer specimen chest. £20.00 £30.00

A quantity of vintage pipes etc., including Wade
stand, cigars etc., £15.00 - £25.00

1317

1291

A vintage pith helmet. £15.00 - £25.00

8 Royal Mail special stamps - 1984, 1985, 1986,
1987, 1988, 1980, 1990, 1991. £60.00 - £80.00

1292

A selection of Folio Society books including
Impossible Journey's, George Washington etc.,
£15.00 - £25.00

1318

A Philip's CE1440 chemistry set (sealed) A Merit
chemistry set (appears complete) and a
Waddington photography set (completeness
unknown). £20.00 - £30.00

1293

A Richard Cooper & Co., Ltd., limited edition
39/100 bronze pheasants clock. £10.00 - £20.00

1319

A Country Artist Hereford bull (broom a/f). £15.00 £25.00

1294

A Scalextric set 200 with both cars. £10.00 £20.00

1320

An unmarked (possibly Country Artist) bull. £10.00
- £20.00

1295

A quantity of used Scalextric cars in various
conditions. £20.00 - £30.00

1321

An Indian tree pattern biscuit barrel and a blue and
white example with no lid. £10.00 - £20.00

1296

A Huntley & Palmers Santa Clause Christmas tin.
1322
£20.00 - £30.00
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A wooden 'jiggle' figure. £10.00 - £20.00

1323

A mixed lot of silver plate including toast rack,
posy vase etc., £20.00 - £30.00

Cook entitled 'Roulette', image 50 x 50 cm. £80.00
- £120.00

1324

A small selection of linen. £10.00 - £20.00

1325

A Hornby Dublo set 2008 0-6-0 tank good train
set. £20.00 - £30.00

1326

A Victorian John Brown family bible. £20.00 £30.00

1327

A quantity of vintage and other hand bags. £15.00 1353
£25.00

1328

3 wood and metal crucifixes. £20.00 - £30.00

1329

A pair of cut glass decanters with silver plate
labels. £20.00 - £30.00

1330

A quantity of Chad Valley 'Give a Show' projector
slides and five empty boxes. £20.00 - £30.00

1331

A quantity of silver plate cutlery (2 designs).
£10.00 - £20.00

1332

5 Royal Mail special stamp sets, 2 x 2000, 2001,
2002 and 2003. £50.00 - £60.00

1333

A vintage Apollo Kingfisher bow with a quantity of
arrows. £20.00 - £30.00

1334

1351

An unframed signed limited edition print by Beryl
Cook entitled 'Cruising' image 49 x 48 cm. £80.00 £120.00

1352

An unframed signed limited edition print by Beryl
Cook entitled 'Nude on Leopard skin', image 60 x
38 cm. £80.00 - £120.00
A Will's gold flake enamel sign, a/f. £20.00 £30.00

1354

A 19th century scrap album of romantic interest
cards together with a similar vintage album.
£70.00 - £90.00

1355

38 pieces of Paragon tea ware. £20.00 - £30.00

1356

A good collection of 25 vintage Sindy dolls. £80.00
- £120.00

1357

A glazed shop cabinet with Gillette lettering.
£80.00 - £120.00

1358

6 items of blue glass including pair of vases,
commemorative plate, wine goblets etc., £15.00 £25.00

3 wrought iron stands. £15.00 - £25.00

1359

2 Mason's ginger jars. £20.00 - £30.00

1335

A Yorkshire Observer enamel sign. £120.00 £150.00

1360

A pair of cased Russian binoculars and 2 others.
£20.00 - £30.00

1336

A 1930's figure of a flower seller. £20.00 - £30.00

1361

A Grundig Satelit 2100 radio. £20.00 - £30.00

1337

A Jameson Whiskey advertising sign. £60.00 £80.00

1362

A colour washed etched print of Hindoostan, India.
£10.00 - £20.00

1338

A bottle of Welsh cream liqueur and 3 bottles of
champagne/sparkling wine. £20.00 - £30.00

1363

A large toy Panda and a teddy bear. £20.00 £30.00

1339

A Wall's Ice Cream advertising sign. £65.00 £85.00

1364

A sloping table top display case (a/f, one foot
missing). £20.00 - £30.00

1340

A Laurenti Perrier champagne bucket. £20.00 £30.00

1365

An unframed oil on canvas lake scene with cattle.
£20.00 - £30.00

1341

A large superb quality leather framed mirror.
£30.00 - £50.00

1366

A copper kettle on a brass trivet, £15.00 - £25.00

1367

1342

5 bottles of wine. £20.00 - £30.00

A cased pair of Prinzlux binoculars and one other.
£15.00 - £25.00

1343

A framed and glazed limited edition signed Beryl
Cook print entitled 'The Bathing Pool'. £100.00 £200.00

1368

35 pieces of Royal Albert 'Silver Maple' tea ware.
£25.00 - £35.00

1344

A framed and glazed limited edition signed Beryl
Cook print, 406/650. £100.00 - £200.00

1369

A large 19th century Spode meat platter 'De-Land
Italion' pattern, date stamped verso. 21" x 17".
£35.00 - £45.00

1345

A framed and glazed limited edition signed Beryl
Cook print entitled 'Bus Stop'. £100.00 - £200.00

1370

20 pieces of Adderley tea ware. £15.00 - £25.00

1346

A framed and glazed limited edition signed Beryl
Cook print £100.00 - £200.00

1371

8 vintage Cindy dolls including a 1963 edition, 1
a/f. £40.00 - £60.00

1372

1347

An unframed signed limited edition print by Beryl
Cook entitled 'Sunbathing', image 61 x 61 cm.
£80.00 - £120.00

A pair of early 20th century riding boots with trees.
£40.00 - £60.00

1373

10 vintage glass decanters (9 stoppers a/f for
display only). £20.00 - £30.00

1374

An Advertising figure of a boy holding a glass tank
for W A Graves, Louth, Confectionery. £50.00 £80.00

1375

A French 'Blanc De Chine' figural group. £10.00 £20.00

1348

An unframed signed limited edition print by Beryl
Cook entitled 'Girls Night Out', image 55 x 61 cm.
£80.00 - £120.00

1349

An unframed signed limited edition print by Beryl
Cook, image 44 x 51 cm. £80.00 - £120.00

1350

An unframed signed limited edition print by Beryl
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1376

An original charcoal and pencil drawing (sealed) of 1405
Elvis, Priscilla and baby Lisa Marie. £20.00 1406
£30.00

A vintage oil can. £15.00 - £25.00

1377

A Mecanno site engineering kit. £20.00 - £30.00

1407

1378

A mixed lot of Chinese Kutani china, (1 a/f).
£15.00 - £25.00

A cased of assorted costume dolls etc., £15.00 £25.00

1408

1379

2 pair of binoculars and a pair of opera glasses.
£15.00 - £25.00

A box containing 60 war and battle Fleetway
Picture Library comics. £20.00 - £30.00

Taxidermy - a quantity of antlers and horns on
shields. £10.00 - £20.00

1409
A signed photograph of Paul Merson and a signed 1410
photograph of John Barnes. £20.00 - £30.00

3 tripod tables. £20.00 - £30.00

1380
1381

14 pieces of carnival glass. £20.00 - £30.00

1411

1382

A display cabinet of miniature spirits. £20.00 £30.00

A tall 1920/30's silver plated on brass table lamp.
£20.00 - £30.00

1412

1383

A quantity of Philips electronic sets
(completeness unknown). £20.00 - £30.00

A Mettoy Railways Safetylectric 'O' gauge electric
express train set. £20.00 - £30.00

1413

1384

A quantity of electronic sets by various makers,
(completeness unknown). £20.00 - £30.00

A brass oil lamp with shade and chimney. £25.00 £35.00

1414

1385

A concrete garden bird bath with badger base.
£20.00 - £30.00

A gilded porcelain figure of Buddha. £20.00 £30.00

1415

1386

A large pre-war wood and metal steam roller.
£80.00 - £120.00

3 brass Martingales with brasses, 4 other horse
brasses, pair of candlesticks and small brass
trivet. £20.00 - £30.00

1387

A quantity of rolled strip maps (Probably reprints
from 1675 John Ogleby road maps). £20.00 £30.00

1416

An octagonal wall clock with 2 brass weights.
£20.00 - £30.00

1417
An old brick built model of a building with
corrugated roof (probably an outside toilet). £20.00 1418
- £30.00
1419
A pair of large concrete garden pots. £30.00 £50.00
1420
A large wooden pedal train. £250.00 - £280.00
1421
A 19/20th century pull along wheeled camel.
1422
£40.00 - £60.00
1423
A composite bird bath. £20.00 - £30.00

2 boxes of assorted stamps, stock books etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

1388

1389
1390
1391
1392

A good selection of Lilliput Lane cottages, mostly
boxes, a few have slight chipping. £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of clock movements. £20.00 - £30.00
An oak 8 day mantel clock, in working order.
£25.00 - £35.00
A white glazed porcelain bust. £15.00 - £25.00
A mahogany cupboard. £15.00 - £25.00
A mahogany dressing table. £20.00 - £30.00
An art deco glass tray, comport, pair of
candlesticks and art glass dish. £15.00 - £25.00

1393

A 19/20th century pull along elephant toy on
wheels. £50.00 - £80.00

1424

1394

A 19/20th century pull along toy bear. £260.00 £280.00

An art deco table lamp in shades of pink,
complete with shade. £20.00 - £30.00

1425

A good brass log bin. £15.00 - £25.00

1395

A garden bird bath. £15.00 - £25.00

1426

1396

A two door cabinet with Singer sewing machine
signage. £120.00 - £150.00

A box of first day covers, letters, commemorative
envelopes etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1427

1397

2 decorative resin horns. £15.00 - £25.00

An Edwardian wooden body 2 seat pedal car, a/f
(no steering or pedal gear). £200.00 - £300.00

1398

A cast iron Young Hercules door stop. £15.00 £25.00

1428

A boxed Colts grenade launcher. £120.00 £150.00

1399

2 metal and glass coffee tables. £10.00 - £20.00

1429

4 military helmets. £40.00 - £60.00

1401

1430
22 pieces of blue and white china including Spode,
1431
Booth's etc., £30.00 - £50.00
1432
A good quality oak coffee table. £20.00 - £30.00

1402

A single drawer side table. £20.00 - £30.00

1400

1403

1404

1433
A wooden box of skittles, a painted wood dumb
waiter figurine (no base) and an F H Ayres tube of 1434
badminton shuttlecocks. £50.00 - £80.00
1435
A mahogany dressing table. £20.00 - £30.00
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A mahogany wall hanging cabinet. £15.00 - £25.00
A quantity of 45 rpm records. £15.00 - £25.00
A large quantity of books of matches. £10.00 £20.00
A wrought iron fireside lot cradle. £15.00 - £25.00
A box containing 3 Hornby Tri-Ang power units
and various track parts. £20.00 - £30.00
A box containing a quantity of toy related
reference catalogues and calendars. £10.00 -

£20.00

1468

A large collection of collector's cards including
Thunderbirds, Captain Scarlett, Tarzan, Film Stars
etc., £50.00 - £80.00

1469

A decorative sword in scabbard marked 'India'
together with a boxed shooting stick case. £20.00 £30.00

1470

27 pieces of Coalport 'Rivalry' pattern teaware, 1
cup a/f. £25.00 - £35.00

1436

A box of assorted linen. £15.00 - £25.00

1437

A box containing various children's books
including worn but early Rupert. £10.00 - £20.00

1438

An Edwardian mahogany framed chair. £20.00 £30.00

1439

A stick back rocking chair. £15.00 - £25.00

1440

A kitchen table. £20.00 - £30.00

1471

1441

An 'Electro King' fan on a plastic stand and
casing. £20.00 - £30.00

A contemporary circular coffee table on wrought
iron base with glass top. £30.00 - £50.00

1472

1442

A vintage 'Frost' electric fan. £20.00 - £30.00

A 36 piece Royal Doulton Hampton Court pattern
dinner set. £30.00 - £50.00

1443

A retro 'Limit' electric fan. £20.00 - £30.00

1473

1444

A retro 'Verity' electric fan. £20.00 - £30.00

A good quality teak dining table with 6 dining
chairs. £40.00 - £60.00

1445

A GEC vintage fan, c1940s £20.00 - £30.00

1474

A good quality teak sideboard. £30.00 - £50.00

1446

A white glazed porcelain 'Peacock' flower basket.
£15.00 - £25.00

1475

A boxed Wellington Bomber compass and 3
Spitfire/Lancaster rotor arms. £70.00 - £90.00

1447

A stained pine wine rack. £30.00 - £50.00

1476

1448

An oak cased painted dial long case clock Smith, Alfreton. £150.00 - £180.00

7 model sailing boats and 2 wall plaques. £20.00 £30.00

1477

A bent wood hat stand. £20.00 - £30.00

1449

An oak cased 8 day long case clock with brass
dial - Bunnett. £350.00 - £450.00

1478

1450

A mahogany cased long case clock. £250.00 £350.00

A Victorian standard oil lamp on wrought iron base
with brass font, converted for electric, £30.00 £50.00

1479

A pair of superb quality high back easy chairs.
£50.00 - £80.00

1451

An oak cased 8 day long case clock - Chas
Wetherell, Dudley. £200.00 - £300.00

1480

1452

An oak cased long case clock - W. Forrill,
Rotherham. £160.00 - £180.00

A pre-war dolls pram, E Mills & Sons, Reading.
£70.00 - £90.00

1481

A 14 piece Paragon 'Michelle' pattern tea set.
£25.00 - £0.00

1453

A modern 8 day long case clock. £100.00 £150.00

1482

A glass and metal coffee table. £20.00 - £30.00

1454

A modern Grandmother clock. £60.00 - £90.00

1483

An art deco style vintage wooden toy garage.
£50.00 - £80.00

1455

An Islamic inlaid table. £50.00 - £80.00

1484

1456

A rare Decca model DMR88 Valve Radio. £35.00 £45.00

20 pieces of mid 20th century Fieldings Crown
Devon dinnerware. £20.00 - £30.00

1485

A dark oak Ercol style table. £20.00 - £30.00

1457

A good quality mahogany bow front sideboard.
£30.00 - £50.00

1486

A 1960/70's 'Space Helmet' television. £30.00 £50.00

1458

A Victorian brass column oil lamp with green
glass font (burner converted to electric but font not 1487
drilled). £30.00 - £50.00
1488
A gilded bust of Tut-ank-amun and 2 smaller
1489
busts. £20.00 - £30.00

1459
1460

A mixed lot of cut glass including jug, biscuit
barrel etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1461

A carved oak wall shelf. £15.00 - £25.00

1462

A rare pottery Popeye head. £10.00 - £20.00

1463

A carved wall mounting coat rack. £15.00 - £25.00

1464

A quantity of vintage building blocks. £10.00 £20.00

1465

A 1930's bureau. £15.00 - £25.00

1466

An oak cupboard/bookcase. £20.00 - £30.00

1467

A Lady Penelope doll and a Bionic woman doll
with small holdall of accessories. £30.00 - £50.00
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A classical water feature with a light. £20.00 £30.00
A D shaped hall table. £10.00 - £20.00
A 1930's oak three piece suite (missing seat
cushions). £30.00 - £50.00

1490

A good collection of vintage dolls including Ideal
and Pedigree. £40.00 - £60.00

1491

A large vintage teddy bear. £60.00 - £80.00

1492

A good collection of 7 vintage black dolls. £50.00 £80.00

1493

A wrought iron standard lamp with shade. £15.00 £25.00

1494

A 1920's large wooden toy omnibus. £80.00 £120.00

1495

A 3 piece silver plate tea set by Pepper & Hope.
£20.00 - £30.00

1496

A 60 cm tall Satsuma vase. £30.00 - £50.00

1497

A mahogany writing desk. £25.00 - £35.00

1498

A large quantity of sheet music. £10.00 - £20.00

1499

An art nouveau style pot stand. £10.00 - £20.00

1500
1501

£30.00
1531

A cased set of Koch Messer chef's knives. £20.00
- £30.00

1532

A 60 cm tall oriental vase. £20.00 - £30.00

Approximately 15 circa 1960's DC comics, mainly
Silver Age, all appear in good condition. £20.00 £30.00

A Victorian pub table. £30.00 - £50.00

1533
A vintage wooden cart pulled by 2 horses. £80.00 - 1534
£120.00

A mahogany side table. £20.00 - £30.00

1502
1503

A good quality oak refectory table. £30.00 - £50.00

Approximately 12 DC circa 1960's comics, mainly
Silver age, action/adventure, all appear in good
condition. £20.00 - £30.00

1504

A cased metal Catholic and Arab chess set with
decorative board. £20.00 - £30.00

1535

An oak mantel clock. £20.00 - £30.00

1536

6 DC circa 1960's detective comics, mainly silver
age, all appear in good condition. £10.00 - £20.00

1505

2 Royal Doulton character jugs. £20.00 - £30.00

1506

A good old Windsor chair. £30.00 - £50.00

1537

1507

A part Shelley tea set, 5 plates, 6 saucers, 2 tea
cups, 411985 on all items, Rd. 756533 on cups
only. £15.00 - £25.00

An Italian Venetian gilded ruby red part tea set
with floral motif. £20.00 - £30.00

1538

5 DC circa 1960's Aquaman comics, mainly Silver
Age, all appear in good condition. £10.00 - £20.00

1508

A folding three tier cake stand. £15.00 - £25.00

1539

A revolving easy chair. £20.00 - £30.00

1509

A large pottery dolphin ornament 'Santa Monica, 1540
Made in Spain', slight chipping to tail and hair line 1541
cracks. £15.00 - £25.00
1542
A good quality mahogany hall table. £20.00 £30.00
1543
An Olympus OM10 camera and accessories.
(serial No: 2292409) £15.00 - £25.00
1544
An early dolls push chair. £120.00 - £150.00
1545
A green leather 2 seat sofa and chair. £20.00 £30.00
1546
A Ship's wheel coffee table with glass top. £30.00 1547
£50.00

An oak drop leaf table. £20.00 - £30.00

1510
1511
1512
1513
1514
1515

A 15 piece Wedgwood coffee set. £20.00 - £30.00

1516

5 hand painted fruit decorated plates, 21 cm
diameter. £15.00 - £25.00

1517

A Unicorn Studios porcelain vase. £10.00 - £20.00

1518

An inlaid gallery tray. £20.00 - £30.00

A 1930's pedal go cart. £80.00 - £120.00
A large wooden toy horse drawn caravan. £120.00 £150.00
A signed framed and glazed Chinese floral picture.
£20.00 - £30.00
A quantity of old tins. £10.00 - £20.00
A large Chinese plant pot hand painted with
storks. £40.00 - £60.00
2 cased pairs of binoculars. £20.00 - £30.00
3 pairs of candlesticks and one odd. £20.00 £30.00

1548

3 silver plate cruets with glass bottles. £20.00 £30.00

1549

2 hunting themed hip flasks and a miniature hip
flask. £20.00 - £30.00

1550
A cased set of eleven Snow White 50th
anniversary commemorative coins. £20.00 - £30.00 1551

3 carved African busts and a carved Chinese Deity
figure. £20.00 - £30.00

1520

A 19 Piece Royal Grafton coffee set. £20.00 £30.00

8 adventure books including Batman, Superman,
Justice League etc., £15.00 - £25.00

1521

A superb quality double pedestal dining table with 1553
6 shield back dining chairs. £80.00 - £120.00

4 wooden bar stools with string seats. £20.00 £30.00

1522
1523

A vintage fitted travel case. £20.00 - £30.00
1554
A mahogany four sided book case. £20.00 - £30.00 1555

A case of Masonic regalia. £20.00 - £30.00

1524

A wall hanging depicting a stag. £15.00 - £25.00

A 2 over 2 pine chest of drawers. £30.00 - £50.00

1525

An old two seat settee. £10.00 - £20.00

1519

1552

1556

A small oak bureau. £20.00 - £30.00

A bronze pot and 6 other items. £20.00 - £30.00

1527

1557
A large 19/20th century straw filled push/pull along
camel. a/f. £750.00 - £850.00
1558
A Beswick bald eagle. £20.00 - £30.00

1528

A Beswick woodpecker. £20.00 - £30.00

1529

A Beswick horse. £15.00 - £25.00

1559

10 DC comics, Batman etc., £10.00 - £20.00

1530

4 cut glass decanters and 6 glasses. £20.00 -

1560

A mahogany occasional table. £20.00 - £30.00

1526
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A framed and glazed Chinese embroidery. £20.00 £30.00
A Victorian magic lantern projector with slides,
Lancaster & Son, Lancaster & Son. £50.00 £80.00

1561
1562

A wrought iron mirror with candle sconces. £15.00
- £25.00
1587
An oak hall table. £15.00 - £25.00
1588

1563

14 DC comics, Justice League, The Flash etc.,
£10.00 - £20.00

1564

A Victorian oil lamp base with hand painted glass
font and Duplex burner. (No shade or chimney).
£20.00 - £30.00

1565

Approximately 14 DC Comics, mainly Silver Age,
all appear in good condition. £10.00 - £20.00

1566

A large statue of Buddha (a good decorators
piece). £30.00 - £50.00

carry case. £20.00 - £30.00
A good quality nest of three tables. £15.00 - £25.00
A rustic style one door, three door cupboard.
£25.00 - £35.00

1589

A good quality glazed corner cabinet. £30.00 £50.00

1590

5 hand painted Edwardian stained glass windows
in two sizes surmounted in modern frames.
£150.00 - £250.00

1591

A large lidded brass pot. £15.00 - £25.00

1592

A vintage French globe. £20.00 - £30.00

1593
A quantity of Royal Albert Provincial flower pattern
including part tea set (13 pieces) and 2 Duos
(Mountain Avens), a trio and duo (Dogwood) and a 1594
Prairie Crocus plate. £20.00 - £30.00
1595
A good quality mahogany Regency style
1596
sideboard. £40.00 - £60.00

A mahogany astragal glazed cabinet. £30.00 £50.00

1569
1570

A pine tool box. £20.00 - £30.00
A pair of leather boots. £10.00 - £20.00

1597

1571

A John F Kennedy first edition comic by Dell,
inside is in fairly good condition, cover has wear
due to age and there is a small tear on the back
page. £20.00 - £30.00

A mixed lot of glass ware including 18/19th
century ale and wine glasses, oil lamp shades,
pair of early 19th century celery vase with everted
rims etc., £20.00 - £30.00

1598

A pair of cabriole leg chairs and a matching
nursing chair. £30.00 - £50.00

1567

1568

An oak Grandmother clock. £20.00 - £30.00
A gilded barometer. £10.00 - £20.00
A glazed top cabinet with Reece & Son., lettering.
£300.00 - £400.00

1573

An early 20th century EIIAMS duplicator diaphram 1599
model. £20.00 - £30.00
1600
A mahogany occasional table. £15.00 - £25.00

1574

A quantity of sheet music. £10.00 - £20.00

1575

A black and red retro settee. £60.00 - £80.00

1601

A good quality oak dresser. £50.00 - £80.00

1576

4 old film posters. £20.00 - £30.00

1602

An oak barometer. £10.00 - £20.00

1577

5 silver plate chamber candlesticks. £15.00 £25.00

1603

A drop dial regulator wall clock. £80.00 - £120.00

1578

A folding chair with cane seat and back. £20.00 £30.00

1604

An oak framed arm chair. £15.00 - £25.00

1605

A Glenfiddich advertising mirror. £60.00 - £80.00

1579

Approximately 19 'Superman's Pal Jimmy Olsen'
comics, mainly Silver Age, all appear in good
condition. £20.00 - £30.00

1606

A Kirker, Greer & Co., Irish Whiskey advertising
mirror. £80.00 - £120.00

1607

A framed and glazed Merchant Navy poster.
£80.00 - £120.00

1608

A cut glass decanter & 6 glasses £20.00 - £30.00

1609

A selection of large scale die cast including Rolls
Royce & Mercedes model cars £15.00 - £20.00

1610

2 collectable boxed oriental artist sets & a boxed
cloissonne stress balls £20.00 - £30.00

1611

9 pieces of art glass including vases, jugs &
carnival glass etc. £20.00 - £30.00

1572

1580

Four Dark Days, collector's copy photographic
history of J.F.K's assassination, plus a memorial
album of tribute to J.F.K paperback magazines.
£15.00 - £25.00

1581

10 Marvel comics and one Image comic, mainly
forn 1980/90's, all appear in good condition.
£10.00 - £20.00

1582

A drop leaf laminated table. £10.00 - £20.00

1583

A collection of Danbury Mint Ten Commandment
plates, Missing first and second commandments 1612
but includes The Sermon on the Mount and Moses
receiving the Ten Commandments. £20.00 - £30.00
A good quality mahogany table with dropsides and 2001

1584

on brass lion paw feet. £30.00 - £50.00
1585

A wing arm chair with reclining action. £20.00 £30.00

1586

A vintage metal folding pushchair that folds in to a
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An oak cased long case clock with painted dial.
£150.00 - £180.00
A fabulour Regency Royal Grafton 8 setting dinner
service of approximately 61 pieces (only 7 cups
and saucers). £40.00 - £60.00

END OF DAY 2. PLEASE JOIN US TOMORROW
- SUNDAY 3RD JANUARY FOR LOTS FROM
2001.
A good silver plated photo frame, an oblong silver
plate tray and 3 jam dishes. £20.00 - £30.00

2002

2 silver and mother of pearl pocket knives, 1861
and 1878. £20.00 - £30.00

2003

A 9ct gold ring set large red stone (possibly

2004
2005

garnet), size L. £25.00 - £35.00

2029

A miniature filigree table and 4 chairs (possibly
silver), 2 chairs a/f. £20.00 - £30.00

A good quality cranberry glass jug and 3 sugar
bowls. £20.00 - £30.00

2030

A cut glass decanter and 6 glasses. £15.00 £25.00

2031

A 14ct gold bracelet, approximately 17 grams.
£100.00 - £200.00

A silver cross set red stones, another cross on
silver chain, an ivory cross as a Stanhope and a
carved ivory cross. £25.00 - £35.00

2006

A Chinese lacquered snuff box with bird
decoration, an ivory book mark and a jade
necklace. £20.00 - £30.00

2032

A 1918 gold sovereign in a 9ct gold pendant
mount. £80.00 - £120.00

2033

5.5 grams of 9ct gold. £20.00 - £30.00

2007

An EPNS ladies evening bag and 3 small purses.
£20.00 - £30.00

2034

A 9ct gold pendant on a 9ct gold chain, 3.2
grams. £30.00 - £50.00

2008

A brown Beswick horse, in good condition. £15.00
2035
- £25.00

2009

A cased set of 6 silver tea spoons. £20.00 - £30.00 2036
2 sets of 6 silver teaspoons. £25.00 - £35.00

A 9ct gold gate bracelet with padlock. 11.4
grams. £40.00 - £60.00

A good quality necklace with matching earrings.
£15.00 - £25.00

A 9ct gold ring set pearls, size K. £30.00 - £50.00

2010
2011

2037

A 9ct gold pendant set seed pearls on a 9ct gold
chain, 3.9 grams. £30.00 - £50.00

2038
A pair of early 20th century porcelain candlestick
2039
surmounted cherubs and with lift off tops. £20.00 £30.00
2040
A silver plate jewellery box, a silver plate and
tortoise shell ring box and a silver plate ring stand.
2041
£20.00 - £30.00
2042
A cased pair of apostle spoons dated 1883.
£20.00 - £30.00
2043
A mixed lot of silver spoons etc., 145 grams.
£25.00 - £35.00
A Wedgwood Clarice Cliff 'Bizarre' vase and a pair 2044
of Turin contemporary vases. £20.00 - £30.00
2045
4 Royal Doulton figurines, 4" to 6" tall. £20.00 £30.00
2046
A walnut framed oil painting of rural scene with
sheep. £30.00 - £50.00
2047
A large brown Beswick horse, in good condition.
£20.00 - £30.00
2048
2 good silver and mother of pearl pocket knives.
£20.00 - £30.00
2049
A good boxed Parker fountain pen with 14k gold
nib. £20.00 - £30.00
2050

A 9ct gold cameo ring, size J half. £30.00 - £50.00

2022

An early 20th century mother of pearl pocket knife. 2051
£15.00 - £25.00

8 Gent's quartz wrist watches all in working order.
£10.00 - £20.00

2023

A mixed lot of silver spoons including berry
2052
spoons and 6 other items of silver. £25.00 - £35.00
2053
7 items of silver jewellery including pendants.
£20.00 - £30.00
2054
A quantity of vintage hair combs etc., £20.00 £30.00
2055
A mixed lot including old plated belt, badges etc., 2056
£20.00 - £30.00

6 gent's wrist watches, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

2012

2013

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021

2024
2025
2026
2027

A good silver and mother of pearl pocket knife.
£15.00 - £25.00

2028

A good quality porcelain table centrepiece with lift
out bowl. £30.00 - £50.00
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A Minton hand painted table lighter. £20.00 £30.00
A pair of French 19th century Horse Shoe awards.
£10.00 - £20.00
A good quality 'Crocodile' purse. £15.00 - £25.00
5 pocket watches and a watch head, a/f. £20.00 £30.00
A Marvin gold presentation wrist watch and a
Gucci wrist watch. £20.00 - £30.00
A boxed set of vintage Guiness waist coat
buttons. £20.00 - £30.00
A pair of cloissonne vases, 2 trinket boxes and a
matchbox holder. £20.00 - £30.00
A velvet framed oval portrait of a lady signed
Hirnio, glass a/f. £20.00 - £30.00
22 Beatles 45 rpm picture discs and 3 others.
£30.00 - £50.00
A 1950/60's Bridges Tools advertising ashtray.
£20.00 - £30.00
5 coloured glass scent bottles. £15.00 - £25.00
2 Coalport figures and one other. £10.00 - £20.00

A mixed lot of vintage watches and watch heads.
£10.00 - £20.00
2 marcasite brooches in the form of eagles.
£20.00 - £30.00
2 albums of stamps. £10.00 - £20.00
3 framed and glazed prints of ladies. £20.00 £30.00

2057

An old crocodile hand bag a/f. £10.00 - £20.00

2058

A good quality handbag with a purse (purse a/f).
£20.00 - £30.00

2059

A Britone Mk100 45 rpm EP Mono 'Conquest of

Space', Major Yuri Gagarin.& a book entitled
Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin, First man in space.
£15.00 - £25.00

2085

An original oil on canvas by Csilla Orban, signed
on back and front, 'Picadilly Circus at Night'.
Image 103 x 77 cm. £30.00 - £50.00

2060

4 enamel on copper oval miniatures. £20.00 £30.00

2086

3 framed and glazed studies of babies. £20.00 £30.00

2061

An unusual oriental temple incense burner with
wind chimes. £20.00 - £30.00

2087

A quantity of Observer books. Beatrix Potter etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00

2062

2 old baseball bats. £15.00 - £25.00

2088

2063

A shelf of miscellaneous including Aynsley pot,
blue and white bowl etc., £20.00 - £30.00

Third Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies,
Vols. 1, 2 and 3. £30.00 - £50.00

2089

Five Batman books. £10.00 - £20.00

2064

3 South American hunting arrows. £15.00 - £25.00 2090

2065

A Mason's Applique pattern sweet jar and a rose
decorated biscuit barrel. £20.00 - £30.00

2091

2066

A small case of costume jewellery. £20.00 - £30.00 2092

2067

A gilded case of costume jewellery. £20.00 £30.00

2068

'The Who' Face Dances LP record signed and with
2093
authentication, (unplayed). £50.00 - £80.00

2069

A quantity of music for piano accordion. £10.00 £20.00

A box of miscellaneous vintage items, toys etc.,
£20.00 - £30.00
A wrought iron pot stand. £10.00 - £20.00
Land of the Giants - A Land of the Giants
Colouring Book signed to cover by Heather Young
'Betty' and 2 Land of the Giants paperback books
£25.00 - £35.00
2 large metal Industrial horns. (probably for
loudspeakers in factories). £25.00 - £35.00

2094

2070

Two large earthenware slab studio vase by Sheila
Fournier of Laycock Pottery. £70.00 - £90.00

Methods of Mathematical Physics by Sir Harold
Jeffreys and Bertha Swirles (Lady Jeffreys),
Cambridge University Press, Third Edition, 1956,
hardback with dj, dj in over £10.00 - £20.00

2071

A 19th century mahogany framed mirror. £20.00 - 2095
£30.00

A pair of 2 door, 2 drawer oak cabinets. £30.00 £50.00

2072

A Victorian copper kettle on a good quality
Victorian brass trivet. £25.00 - £35.00

2096

A limited edition print 10/50 signed but indistinct,
"Cor! Tina", image 49 x 69 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

2073

A Victorian mahogany pole screen. £30.00 £50.00

2097

A Vintage Moulton mini bicycle. £20.00 - £30.00

2098

2074

A nest of 3 Edwardian mahogany inlaid tables.
£25.00 - £35.00

A large ormolu style gilded plastic wall clock with
Jaeger quartz movement. £15.00 - £25.00

2075
2076

2099
A fabulous gilt table lamp with 4 lights on a marble
2100
base (base has crack). £30.00 - £50.00
2101
An oval mahogany framed bevel edged mirror.
£20.00 - £30.00

2077

A large framed oil on canvas 'The Chapter House, 2102
Lincoln Cathedral' by Joseph Smedley (b.1922),
image 92 x 61 cm, frame 108 x 74 cm. £30.00 2103
£50.00

A Mexican sombrero. £10.00 - £20.00
An old one arm bandit, a/f. £10.00 - £20.00
A Kirby vacuum cleaner with accessories. £20.00 £30.00
Two boxed 'The Royal State Coach' die cast
models by Crescent. £20.00 - £30.00
Approximately 80 Battle Fleetway Picture Library
comics. £20.00 - £30.00

2078

A good framed oil on canvas portrait of a young
lady, initialled N A D. £30.00 - £50.00

2104

A box containing various plastic farm and zoo
animals. £10.00 - £20.00

2079

A gilt framed oil on canvas of a courting couple in
rural scene, initialled N A C. £25.00 - £35.00

2105

27 Startrek comics. £10.00 - £20.00

2106

The Papers of Wilbur and Orville Wright Volume
One 1899-1905 and Volume Two 1906-1948
including the Chanute-Wright Letters and Other
Papers of Octave Chanute, hardback, 2 volumes,
1990 £20.00 - £30.00

2107

Burnham's Celestial Handbook, Vols. 1, 2 and 3.
£20.00 - £30.00

2080

A framed and glazed watercolour rural scene
signed but indistinct. £20.00 - £30.00

2081

3 old carved wood items including ethnic. £20.00 £30.00

2082

A lead glazed bookcase. £20.00 - £30.00

2083

The U2 Affair by David Wise and Thomas B Ross,
2108
1st Edition, 1962, hardback with DJ - book has
writing to inside cover, dj in protective sleev ecover
and has some wear to spine £10.00 - £20.00

2084

A metal stick stand and a quantity of umbrella's.
£20.00 - £30.00
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2109
31

Extraterrestrial Civilizations, Academy of Sciences
of the Armenian SSR, Translated from Russian,
1967 hardback book with dj, dj has chipping and
wear to coners £10.00 - £20.00
Approximately 80 Battle Fleetway Picture Library
comics. £20.00 - £30.00

2110

A table billiard set. £10.00 - £20.00

2111

2 old mirrors. £10.00 - £20.00

2112

5 TV related LPs to include Music from Secret
Agent (disc has some wear), Secret Agent Meets
the Saint x 2 (discs one in very good condition,
other has some wear), The Prisoner (dics in very
good condition) and James Bond Collection (disc
in very good condition) £15.00 - £25.00

2113

3 boxed sets including 3 Chronicles of Narnia,
Enid Blyton Adventure Series and Lord of the
Rings. £20.00 - £30.00

2114

Theos Bernard author and related including
Penthouse of the Gods, 1st edition, 1939 with dj,
Penthouse of the Gods 1939 no dj, Heaven Lies
Within Us, 1952 with dj, Land of a Thousand
Buddhas, 1957 with dj and Theos Bernard The
White Lama by Paul G Hackett £8.00 - £12.00

2127

Yoga related books - 25 books including Hatha
Yoga by Theos Bernard, Yoga Philosophy of
Pantanjali, Why Yoga by Shri Yogendra, Hatha
Yoga by Yogi Ramacaraka, Yoga and Self Culture
bu Sri Deva Ram Sukul etc £30.00 - £40.00

2128

Chesterton, G.K. The Spice of Life, 1st Edition
hardback with dj, dj has chips to cover and spine
£10.00 - £20.00

2129

War related - A quantity of books hardback and
paperback including Achtung-Panzer The
Development of Tank Warfare and Hitler's Willing
Executioners £10.00 - £20.00

2130

The Essential Harry Potter and the Order of the
Phoenix 3 Book Reading Kit new and sealed
£20.00 - £30.00

2131

A collection of 3 hardback and 2 paperback James
Bond related books including The Life of Ian
Fleming by John Pearson and Thrilling Cities by
Ian Fleming £10.00 - £20.00

2115

Approximately 36 DC detective comics. £10.00 £20.00

2116

10 interesting NASA Conference and Symposium 2132
books including Human Response to Sustained
Acceleration, Passive Gravity-Gradient
Stabilization and Explorer V - generally in good
order with volumes having marker pen corrections
to cover etc £20.00 - £30.00
2133

2117

2118

2119

2120

Russian language books - 4 books including
Doctor Zhivago and science & maths related
£10.00 - £15.00

2134

Scientific Papers (John William Strutt) Lord
Rayleigh in six volumes boundas three Vol 1 18691881, Vol II 1881-1887, Vol III 1887-1892, Vol IV 2135
1892-1901, Vol V 1902-1910, Vol VI 191-1919 - 3
hardback volumes with dustjackets £40.00 - £60.00
Kelly, Douglas M. D. 22 Cells in Nuremberg the
findings and impressions of official psychiatrist
who examined NAZI criminals, Hardback 1947
with dj, dj has tear to front £10.00 - £20.00

2136

A Fireball XL5 annual and 2 new and sealed
Fireball XL5 complete series DVDs £15.00 - £25.00 2137

A good collection of Antiquarian and Collectable
poetry books including The Lady of the Lake
(1863, Milner and Sowerby), Milton (1805), Byron
Illustrated (published by Routledge) etc (10 books
in total) £25.00 - £35.00
The Prisoner related books, ephemera and DVD
The Ultimate Collection new and sealed £10.00 £20.00
A collection of 15 vintage Pan and Great Pan
James Bond by Ian Fleming paperbacks and other
books etc £20.00 - £30.00
4 Folio Society books being A History Of British
Birds By Thomas Bewick 2 Vol Set, Agatha
Christie The Complete Miss Marple Short Stories
and Aeschylus The Oresteia £20.00 - £30.00
Long, W. H. Medals of the British Navy and How
They Were One, 1895, hardback, no dj, ex-libriss,
stamped Imperial War Museum Dept of Exhibits
£20.00 - £30.00
4 books in WILY-PRAXIS Series in Space
Science and Technology books The New Russian
Space Programme (Brian Harvey), The Chinese
Space Programme (Brian Harvey), The MIR Space
Station (David M Harland) and The Space Shuttle
(David M Harland) £20.00 - £30.00

2121

The Essential Harry Potter and the Order of the
Pheonix 3 book reading kit. £10.00 - £20.00

2122

Approximately 36 DC comics including Ragman.
£10.00 - £20.00

2123

Theos Bernard author and related including
Penthouse of the Gods, 1st edition, 1939 with dj,
Penthouse of the Gods 1939 no dj, Heaven Lies
Within Us, 1952 with dj, Land of a Thousand
Buddha's, 1957 with dj and Theos Bernard The
White Lama by Paul G Hackett £20.00 - £30.00

2138

Antiquarian and Collectable books - a collection of
children's books including Robinson Crusoe
(published Blackie & Son), What Katy Did at
School (published Blackie & Son), Violet and
Dorothy (published John F Shaw) etc £15.00 £25.00

2124

Mrs Beeton's Family Cookery, New Edition 1933,
hardback, slight a/f £10.00 - £20.00

2139

2125

Doctor Who videos - a quantity of Dr Who VHS
videos including The First Doctor Special Edition
box set still sealed £15.00 - £25.00

2126

James Bond related including Ian Fleming The
Penguin set 14 books in box (box a/f), James
Bond 10 book set, £10.00 - £20.00

A quantity of hard back space related books :Mars Beckons, The Transit of Venus, The Living
Universe (Dust Jacket a/f) Book of Astronomy
(Dust jacket a/f) Key Definitions in Astronomy and
The Starry Heavens (missing dust jacket). £20.00 £30.00

2140

A quantity of books relating to Albert Einstein.
£10.00 - £20.00
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2141

2142

Danger Man related - a collection of books, DVDs,
videos including Complete DVD set, books
2160
including Storm Over Rockall etc £20.00 - £30.00
Star Trek - Legion of Superheroes and a quantity
of hard back books relater to Star Trek, also
includes video. All in good condition but one had
a dedication on inside page. £20.00 - £30.00

A collection of in excess of 60 Marvel Daredevil
comics including 500, Variants, Mini Series
including Father, Battle Jag, Murdock etc., £30.00
- £50.00

2162

A collection of books relating to India including
Vision of India, The for the Origins of the Vedic
culture, etc., £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of old books. £10.00 - £20.00

2144

A quantity of Bruce Lee, Kung Fu and Karate
books. £10.00 - £20.00

2145

A collection of antiquarian and collectable books
including Tales of the Sea, Sire Edward Sedwards 2163
narrative of his shipwreck etc., £10.00 - £20.00

2147

2148
2149

Appollo The NASA mission reports 7 to 11 and 13
to 17, Gemini 6 & 7, Freedom 7 and Friendship 7.
£20.00 - £30.00

2161

2143

2146

£50.00

A quantity of moon related books including Apollo
Lunar Landing, First on the Moon and The Flying 2164
Saucer Pilgrimage. £10.00 - £20.00

Approximately 55 DC Universe Rebirth comics
including No.1's, Batman, Detective, Action etc.
£20.00 - £30.00
Volumes 1 to 3 Papers of John F Kennedy
transcript tax proposals. £20.00 - £30.00

Ranger photographs of the Moon, 2 x Vol 2, Vol 3 2165
and Vol 4, some wear and pen and marker marks
mainly to outside cover. £10.00 - £20.00
2166
A quantity of Tolstoy books including War and
Peace. £10.00 - £20.00

Approximately 80 Companion book club hard back
story books. £30.00 - £50.00

John F Kennedy phone card series by Amerivox
COA. Complete and in good condition. £20.00 £30.00

Approximately 28 Marvel two-in-one The Thing
comics from Issue 24 -99 £15.00 - £25.00

2167

'Tomorrow's World' second volume signed by
author Raymond Baxter and James Burke. £10.00
- £20.00

2168
4 books in WILY-PRAXIS Series in Space
Science and Technology books The New Russian
Space Programme (Brian Harvey), The Chinese
Space Programme (Brian Harvey), The MIR Space
Station (David M Harland) and The Space Shuttle
2169
(David M Harland) £20.00 - £30.00

The Mia space station, the new Russian space
programme, the space shuttle x 2, the Chinese
space programme hard back books by Brian
Harvey and David M Harland, 5 in total, all in good
condition. £10.00 - £20.00

2151

Marilyn Monroe and JFK No.1 Revolutionary
comics, one signed by Herb Shapiro. £10.00 £20.00

2170

A collection of Sci-Fi paperback books. £10.00 £20.00

2152

The Assination of President Kennedy - Jackdow
special - 1967, complete and in good condition.
£30.00 - £40.00

2171

A collection of old comics including 21 Tarzan
Adventures, Cowboy and others. £10.00 - £20.00

2172

NASA on the Moon with Apollo 16, EP-96 April
1972 (90 pages). £10.00 - £20.00

A quantity of vintage Western books. £10.00 £20.00

2173

2154

The Restless Earth and Violent Universe in slip
cover. £10.00 - £20.00

In excess of 100 Look and Learn magazines.
£20.00 - £30.00

2174

2155

Williams, Charles Witchcraft, 1st Edition, 1941,
Published Faber and Faber, hardback, no dj
£15.00 - £25.00

A box of children's books including Harry Potter.
£10.00 - £20.00

2175

2156

4 new and sealed Danger Man DVD sets - Set 1,
Set 3, Set 4, Set 5 all US Imports £10.00 - £20.00 2176

A framed and glazed signed limited edition print
'Heia Safari' by Nicholas Trudgian, 37/50 91 x 73
cm. £25.00 - £35.00

2150

2153

2157

2158
2159

War Office books 3 volumes Manual of Part 1 Map
Reading 1955, Part II Air Photo Reading 1958 and
2177
Part III Field Sketching 1War Office books 3
volumes Manual of Part 1 Map Reading 1955, Part
II Air Photo Reading 1958 and Part III Field
Sketching 1957957 £10.00 - £20.00
2178
16 Bronze Age Marvel Avengers comics. £20.00 £30.00
4 Remco books by E C Elliot, 2 Kemco First
Edition 'The Space Man', 2 Kemvo 'The Crazy
Planet' (1 first edition and 1 reprint). £30.00 -
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NASA Apolln - Soyuz pamphlets (paperback
books) Nos 1-9 (includes 2 No.7). £10.00 - £20.00

A framed and glazed signed limited edition print
'Ace of Aces' by Robert Taylor, 562/1250, 93 x 71
cm. £20.00 - £30.00
A framed and glazed original poster issued in
August 1946 referring to a reduction in sea
surcharges. 108 x 70 cm. £30.00 - £50.00
A framed and glazed Midland Railway notice on
behalf of Thomas Cook dated July 1876 referring to
a 'Cheap Excursion' from Derby to Bradford. 108 x
70 cm. £30.00 - £50.00
A framed and glazed signed print by David
Shepherd entitled 'Cool Waters'. £20.00 - £30.00

2180

2181
2182

2183

2184
2185
2186

A framed and glazed signed limited edition print by
David Shepherd entitled 'Cheetah', 186/350.
£20.00 - £30.00
2208
A large framed and glazed image of a battle ship, 2209
94 x 68 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

pottery leopard (tail a/f) and a Cap0-di-Monte
eagle, a/f. £15.00 - £25.00

A framed and glazed signed limited edition print by 2210
Robert Taylor entitled 'Stuka', 94 x 77 cm,
2211
966/1250. £20.00 - £30.00

An old book of scraps. £20.00 - £30.00

A framed and glazed signed limited edition print by
Robert Taylor entitled 'Midway Strike against the 2212
Akagi', 97 x 77 cm. 621/1250 £20.00 - £30.00
A framed and glazed print of a Hurricane. 94 x 77 2213
cm. £20.00 - £30.00
2214
A pair of framed and glazed architectural prints.
£10.00 - £20.00
2215
A quantity of Lego Star Wars included played
with, completeness unknown. £30.00 - £50.00

2187

A retro sideboard. £20.00 - £30.00

2188

2 boxes of military and camouflage clothing.
£20.00 - £30.00

2189

A large overpainted print 'Jade Moon' abstract on 2218
canvas by Danielle O'Connor Akhama. £30.00 £50.00
A hand painted Chinese charger. £20.00 - £30.00 2219

2190

A Victorian rocking chair. £30.00 - £50.00
A replica Robinson's Golly Enamel sign. £10.00 £20.00
A 1970's teak interchangeable wall unit with
bureau. £40.00 - £60.00
A mixed lot of brass ware including shell cases,
Indian brass, Cribbage board etc., £15.00 - £25.00
An unsigned oil on canvas depicting a man,
woman and baby. 64 x 49 cm. £20.00 - £30.00
A late 19th / early 20th century gilt framed mirror.
£20.00 - £30.00
A large arched top bevel edged multi coloured
mirror with deep cut vase of flowers decoration.
£30.00 - £50.00

2216

A bevel edged gilt framed mirror. £20.00 - £30.00

2217

A vintage ormolu gilt framed mirror. £20.00 - £30.00
A two piece walking cane with badge reading Sir
Jeffrey Hillpig-Smyth, British East India, 1941 and
a marching cane. £10.00 - £20.00
A marble topped console table. £30.00 - £50.00

Approximately 40 Marvel Iron Man and Avengers
West Coast Comics. £15.00 - £25.00

2220

A Chinese style telephone seat. £20.00 - £30.00

2221

A gilt framed oil on canvas. £30.00 - £50.00

2192

An old milking stool. £20.00 - £30.00

2222

A 1930's wardrobe. £20.00 - £30.00

2193

A jug and basin set. £15.00 - £25.00

2223

2194

A brass oil lamp and 4 oil lamp chimneys. £10.00 £20.00
2224

A Chinese 'Premier collection' navy ground rug,
160 x 220 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

2191

2195

A retro sideboard. £20.00 - £30.00

2196

An oak wardrobe. £20.00 - £30.00

2197

A Victorian mahogany 3 door combination
2226
wardrobe with 3 drawers in centre section. The
wardrobe is 88" tall. The are no splits or cracks.
2227
The wardrobe has not been cut. Interior depth 26",
width 78". There is no invisible woodworm. One
2228
original lock is missing. £120.00 - £150.00

2225

Approximately 23 piece of crested china from
various manufacturers. £15.00 - £25.00
An Edwardian mahogany framed footstool with
green dralon upholstery. £15.00 - £25.00
A heavy ceramic lidded pot. £15.00 - £25.00
A 1970's teak interchangeable wall unit with maple
walnut lined bureau. £40.00 - £60.00
2 oval Chinese floral pattern rugs, 145 x 58 cm
and 99 x 92 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

2198

13 copper lined window panels (26 cm x 43 cm)
and a box of spares (a/f panels). £50.00 - £80.00

2229

A Victorian Child's balloon back chair. £15.00 £25.00

2199

A mahogany 4 door astragal glazed book case.
£80.00 - £120.00

2230

Six pieces of Wedgwood Jasper ware. £10.00 £20.00

2200

A Harley Davidson Jacket. £20.00 - £30.00

2231

2201

A framed and glazed print by Robert Taylor
entitled 'South Atlantic Task Force', 76 x59 cm.
£20.00 - £30.00

A large early 20th century painted plaster figure of
a kneeling boy. £30.00 - £50.00

2232

A mahogany collector's cabinet. £40.00 - £60.00

2233

A pink floral carpet runner, 158 x 78 cm and 2
Rectangular Chinese floral rugs, 172 x 92 cm and
172 x 79 cm and one other. £20.00 - £30.00

2202

A large gilt framed mirror. £20.00 - £30.00

2203

A metal framed gilt ormolu mirror. £15.00 - £25.00

2204

A gilded plastic framed mirror. £10.00 - £20.00

2234

A 1930's single oak wardrobe. £20.00 - £30.00

2205

A paraffin storm lantern. £15.00 - £25.00

2235

2206

4 pairs of vintage oriental slipper and a corset.
£20.00 - £30.00

An oriental umbrella stand with contents £10.00 £20.00

2236

2207

A Beswick Panther on rock (repair to back foot), a

A large rural scene oil on canvas signed Johnson
Abel. £30.00 - £50.00
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2237

A sedan bergere chair by Leveson & Son, Oxford
Street, London. £80.00 - £120.00

2267

2238

16 Paragon pocket books, subjects include Fidel
Castro, Saddam Hussain, Josef Stalin, Nelson
Mandela etc., £10.00 - £20.00

A framed and glazed signed print of Red Rum by
Neil Cawthorne. £15.00 - £25.00

2268

A large gilt framed and glazed print of a mountain
scene. £15.00 - £25.00

2239

A framed and glazed signed limited edition print
entitled 'The Twins', 98/750. £20.00 - £30.00

2269

2240

A large footstool. £20.00 - £30.00

A large framed oil on board classical scene of girls
with sheep, initialed NAD. 114 x 94 cm. £30.00 £50.00

2241

A "Ladderax" wall unit. £20.00 - £40.00

2270

2242

2 blue art glass bowls. £10.00 - £20.00

Two early stone urns and a garden trough. £30.00 £50.00

2243

2271
A framed and glazed limited print entitled 'White
Siberians', signed A Win, 298/495. £15.00 - £25.00
2272
A framed and glazed limited edition print of a

2244

Surrey 57 x 48 cm. £20.00 - £30.00

A large framed oil on canvas Venetian scene,
signed Ellison, 88 x 116 cm. £30.00 - £50.00
A large rectangular bevel edged mirror in painted
wooden frame. £10.00 - £20.00

Snowy Owl signed Chris Hartnell, 3/250. £20.00 £30.00

2273

A pair of eagle garden statues. £40.00 - £60.00

2245

7 decorative trinket boxes. £10.00 - £20.00

2274

2246

A framed and glazed watercolour farmyard with
cattle signed C Adams 1856. £20.00 - £30.00

2247

2 folding bamboo chairs. £20.00 - £30.00

2248

An Edwardian mahogany folding chair. £20.00 £30.00

An 18th century Spanish leather travelling chest
with brass stud work decoration to lid and body,
retains original lock and carry handles, one hinge
has been replaced. £350.00 - £450.00
3 Double sided film posters, a/f. £80.00 - £120.00

2249

5 old Hardy fishing rods. £600.00 - £650.00

2250

A wool wall hanging. £20.00 - £30.00

2251

2275
2276

An Asian red patterned rug, 168 x 95 cm. £20.00 £30.00

2277

A blue/gold patterned rug, 140 x 180 cm, a/f.
£10.00 - £20.00

A large gilt framed bevel edged mirror. £20.00 £30.00

2278

A red patterned runner, 207 x 107 cm. £20.00 £30.00

2252

3 silk rugs, Beige 120 x 68 cm, Navy 117 x 54
cm. £20.00 - £30.00

2279

A mahogany framed chaise longue. £40.00 £60.00

2253

A red/blue Aztec? patterned rug. 114 x 226 cm.
£20.00 - £30.00

2280

A framed and glazed signed print 'The Mill at
Baldock in Herts' £15.00 - £25.00

2254

A bevel edged gilt framed mirror, 87 x 110 cm.
£20.00 - £30.00

2281

A pair of framed and glazed Chinese floral studies.
£15.00 - £25.00

2255

A framed and glazed print entitled 'The Capsizing
of the Mary Rose' by artist Chris Goulds and
another signed naval print. £20.00 - £30.00

2282

A single door cupboard with 6 spice drawers.
£20.00 - £30.00

2256
2257
2258

2283
5 assorted chairs including 2 ladder backs. £20.00
2284
- £30.00
2285
A Laura Ashley red floral pattern rug 160 x 237

A set of 4 chairs. £10.00 - £20.00

cm. £15.00 - £25.00

2286

A mahogany hall table. £15.00 - £25.00

A framed and glazed print of a baby alone with a
dog in a canoe. £20.00 - £30.00

2287

A set of 4 chairs. £10.00 - £20.00

A teak drinks/display cabinet. £20.00 - £30.00
An acoustic guitar. £10.00 - £20.00

2260

2288
A framed mirror with floral feature. £15.00 - £25.00 2289
A mahogany occasional table. £10.00 - £20.00
2290

2261

A mahogany drop side table. £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of glass and alabaster ink stands,
£15.00 - £25.00

2262

A rustic cast iron and wood bench. £20.00 - £30.00 2291

A china cabinet. £15.00 - £25.00

2263

A wrought iron bench with wooden seat and a pair 2292
of bench ends. £20.00 - £30.00
2293
A cast iron a wooden bench (needs some slats
2294
replacing). £20.00 - £30.00
2295
A large Indian blue floral pattern rug, 250 x 330
cm. £20.00 - £30.00
2296
A Manning family pedigree, 70 x 48 cm, and old
map of Suffolk, 60 x 46 cm and an old map of

A teak drinks/display cabinet. £20.00 - £30.00

2259

2264
2265
2266
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A wardrobe. £10.00 - £20.00
A mahogany fold over tea table. £30.00 - £50.00

A modern long case clock. £30.00 - £50.00
A teak television stand. £10.00 - £20.00
A large octagonal shop display cabinet. £40.00 £60.00
A large octagonal shop display cabinet. £40.00 £60.00

2297

A pine cheval mirror. £20.00 - £30.00

2327

2298

A painted 2 over 2 chest of drawers. £15.00 £25.00

A mixed lot of Camera's including Nikon,
Panasonic etc., £15.00 - £25.00

2328

3 items of boxed Royal Worcester porcelain and 7
items of Crown Staffordshire. £15.00 - £25.00

2299

A teak bureau, £15.00 - £25.00

2300

A wooden step ladder. £10.00 - £20.00

2329

2301

A good quality modern mahogany long case
clock. £40.00 - £60.00

An unusual style 5 piece 'Olde Ball' stainless steel
tea set. £20.00 - £30.00

2330

2302

An oil on board Eastern design painting, 110 x 80
cm. £20.00 - £30.00

A framed and glazed mid 20th century picture of a
girl with cats. £15.00 - £25.00

2331

2303

2 gilt framed oval portraits of Edwardian ladies.
£20.00 - £30.00

An oval copper kettle, a brass candlestick and a
brass crocodile. £15.00 - £25.00

2332

2304

An Alladin oil lamp (complete) and one other.
£20.00 - £30.00

A framed and glazed print with mother and
children entitled 'Wagon and Horses' £15.00 £25.00

2305

An unusual 3 piece pewter tea set with figural
handles. (missing lids). £20.00 - £30.00

2333

A mid 20th century cut glass decanter and 6
glasses. £10.00 - £20.00

2306

6 sci-fi framed and glazed related prints included
including Startrek Voyager, Doctor Who Daleks
etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2334

In excess of 40 brass lion head cabinet handles
with drop loop and 4 new furniture casters. £20.00 £30.00

2307

A picnic set and other items. £20.00 - £30.00

2335

A mixed lot of cased and loose cutlery. £20.00 £30.00

2308

A four piece silver plate tea set. £20.00 - £30.00

2336

2309

3 mid 20th century cut glass decanters, in good
condition. £20.00 - £30.00

A pair of early 20th century bisque figures and one
other. £15.00 - £25.00

2337

2310

A Victorian inlaid sewing box. £15.00 - £25.00

An unframed oil on canvas, 60 x 80 cm. £20.00 £30.00

2311

Mrs Beeton House hold management. £20.00 £30.00

2338

An unusual carved wood 3 piece bar set, original
and in good condition. £20.00 - £30.00

2312

An unusual inkstand surmounted golfer and bird
(missing bottles) £20.00 - £30.00

2339

3 albums of stamps and a quantity of first day
covers. £20.00 - £30.00

2313

10 DC Silver Age Challengers of the Unknown
comics and one from 1970. £10.00 - £20.00

2340

A good carved box complete with costume
jewellery. £10.00 - £20.00

2314

16 good quality hand bags. £20.00 - £30.00

2341

2315

A good double porcelain figure table lamp on brass
2342
base, in good condition. £20.00 - £30.00

A boxed Canon Canonet 28 and a Boxed Canolite
D. £10.00 - £20.00

2316

A folding fire guard. £15.00 - £25.00

2317

A quantity of antique spelter figures, a/f. £10.00 £20.00

2318

A small vintage suitcase in excellent condition.
£10.00 - £20.00

2319

2 vases, a rose bowl and a lidded pot, tall vase a/f. 2345
£15.00 - £25.00
2346
A large signed oil on canvas, 100 x 100 cm.

2320

2343

An unusual shaped foot stool in good condition.
£15.00 - £25.00

2344

An oblong painting on board, 65 x 135 cm. £20.00 £30.00

£20.00 - £30.00
2321

A mid 20th century Merit microscope, complete
and in original box. £15.00 - £25.00

A Dean's limited edition jointed teddy bear. £20.00
- £30.00

2 boxed Boeing 474 Air India airplane and one
other. £20.00 - £30.00
A picture on board of a farmer and horse. £15.00 £25.00

2347

A cased bottle of wine. £20.00 - £30.00

2348

5 boxed sets of glasses. £10.00 - £20.00

2322

3 albums of Elisabeth II stamps and a part album. 2349
£20.00 - £30.00

A spelter figure with mirror, a circular floral framed
mirror and an a/f tobacco jar. £15.00 - £25.00

2323

4 silver plate trays, 3 on feet and one flat. £10.00 - 2350
£20.00

A large oval silver plate gallery tray. £10.00 £20.00

2324

6 assorted magnifying glasses including 2 with
unusual handles. £20.00 - £30.00

2351

An early 20th century glove box with bone inlay
and a quantity of vintage gloves. £20.00 - £30.00

2325

A good oil on canvas signed P Hinck. £20.00 £30.00

2352

6 good clean collector's dolls, 2 x 60cm, 1 x 70cm
and 3 x 45cm. £20.00 - £30.00

2326

A good quality jointed teddy bear. £20.00 - £30.00 2353
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A mixed lot of religious items including Crucifix,

2354

pictures, Bibles etc., £20.00 - £30.00

2383

Approximately 11 silver plate jugs etc., £10.00 £20.00

A large oval silver plate gallery tray. £15.00 £25.00

2384

A mixed lot of silver plate condiments, cigarette
cases etc., £15.00 - £25.00

2385

A framed and glazed study of a family having
afternoon tea. £20.00 - £30.00

2355

5 old wooden boxes. £15.00 - £25.00

2356

A large selection of LP records. £20.00 - £30.00

2357

A quantity of advertising bottles and boxes. £10.00
2386
- £20.00

2358

A mixed lot of silver plate. £20.00 - £30.00

2359

A mixed lot of silver plate milk jugs. £10.00 £20.00

2360

A quantity of interesting boxes. £10.00 - £20.00

A Russian style overlaid glass drinking set. £10.00
- £20.00

2387

A large quantity of silk scarves, hand kerchiefs
etc., £10.00 - £20.00

2388

A mixed lot of interesting purses etc., £10.00 £20.00

2361

A good framed and glazed Eastern picture signed 2389
Wetbury? £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of silk and other neck ties. £10.00 £20.00

2362

A birds eye maple framed and glazed study of a
girl on the steps of a church. £20.00 - £30.00

A quantity of ladies stockings and tights. £10.00 £20.00

2363

A pair of framed and glazed pictures entitled 'Marie 2391
and Louise' and 'Napoleon Le Grand'. £20.00 £30.00
2392
6 albums of world, US and commonwealth
stamps, late 19th and early 20th century. £30.00 - 2393
£50.00
2394

2364

2365

2390

A claret jug and 3 plated claret jug tops. £15.00 £25.00

2366

2 frosted Lalique style bowl and a glass Rhino.
£20.00 - £30.00

2367

A microscope complete with slides. £20.00 £30.00

A quantity of ladies silk and other gloves. £10.00 £20.00
A matching pair of table lamps. £10.00 - £20.00
A vintage scrap book. £10.00 - £20.00
A mixed lot of crested ware including Goss.
£10.00 - £20.00

2395

A signed hand painted bowl. £15.00 - £25.00

2396

Three good albums of stamps - GB including
Victorian, also 1860's Inland Revenue 6d, group
sets etc., £60.00 - £80.00

2397

A good pair of framed and glazed watercolours
signed W Reeves. £30.00 - £50.00

2368

A manikin head with hat. £10.00 - £20.00

2369

A mixed lot of silver plate. £10.00 - £20.00

2398

2370

A quantity of Lyle book of antiques. £15.00 £25.00

A gilded table lamp surmounted cherub on
alabaster base. £20.00 - £30.00

2399

A vintage telephone. £10.00 - £20.00

2371

A mixed lot of unused candles. £10.00 - £20.00

2400

2372

A Merit microscope set with slides. £15.00 £25.00

A framed and glazed Beatles plaque, Beatles
books etc. £20.00 - £30.00

2401

2373

A pair of Victorian Staffordshire spaniels (hair line
2402
cracks). £20.00 - £30.00
2403
A cased set of 3 salts with blue glass liners.

A good clean three drawer dressing table, mirror in
good condition. £20.00 - £30.00

2374

20 Edwardian globe shades. £30.00 - £50.00
An old pine single door cupboard. £15.00 - £25.00

£10.00 - £20.00

2404

A quantity of metal household and garden items.

2375

A mixed lot of Chinese porcelain including plate,
bowl, perfume bottles etc. £15.00 - £25.00

2405

A large copper water jug. £15.00 - £25.00

2406

A copper water carrier. £15.00 - £25.00

2376

A mixed lot of silver plate cake baskets. £10.00 £20.00

2407

A domed top fabric covered chest. £20.00 - £30.00

2377

A mixed lot of silver plate including sugar scoop.
£10.00 - £20.00

2408

A circular hat box full of linen. £10.00 - £20.00

2409

A cast iron floor safe. £20.00 - £30.00

2378

A quantity of MIller's book of antiques. £10.00 £20.00

2410

An old wood bound trunk. £20.00 - £30.00

2411

A pine towel rail. £10.00 - £20.00

2379

A carved wood shelf bracket. £15.00 - £25.00

2412

A pine toilet mirror. £15.00 - £25.00

2380

A large oak mantel clock (case needs attention).
£15.00 - £25.00

2413

A set of 4 pine kitchen chairs. £20.00 - £30.00

2414

A folding campaign chair. £20.00 - £30.00

2381

Three ceramic flying ducks. £10.00 - £20.00

2382

2415
A good silver plate punch bowl with ladle. £20.00 £30.00
2416
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Four well travelled cases with labels. £10.00 £20.00
A top quality Chinese style cocktail cabinet.

£20.00 - £40.00

2450

An early 20th century brass standard lamp with
shade. £30.00 - £50.00

2417

A Viking drop handle bicycle. £20.00 - £30.00

2418

A Virtue bicycle. £20.00 - £30.00

2451

An oak book rack. £20.00 - £30.00

2419

A white painted rocking chair. £15.00 - £25.00

2452

An arts and crafts oak book rack. £30.00 - £50.00

2420

A mahogany nest of tables. £10.00 - £20.00

2453

2421

A mahogany nest of tables. £10.00 - £20.00

A large quantity of sewing, knitting and cross
stitch patterns. £20.00 - £30.00

2422

A pair of wall picture lights. £20.00 - £30.00

2454

A cased vintage Halina camera. £20.00 - £30.00

2423

A four door oak lead glazed cabinet. £20.00 £30.00

2455

6 prints of antique maps. £15.00 - £25.00

2456

A Singer sewing machine. £10.00 - £20.00

2424

A garden table and 3 chairs. £10.00 - £20.00

2457

2425

A good old weather vane. £10.00 - £20.00

A large quantity of cruet stands and bottles.
£20.00 - £30.00

2426

An old cast iron pig feeder. £20.00 - £30.00

2458

A plaster female bust on pedestal, a/f. £25.00 £35.00

2427

A retro style metal framed arm chair. £15.00 £25.00

2459

2428

Two old collector's dolls and a golly. £10.00 £20.00

A large vintage handmade 20th century wall
hanging tapestry. It is of a French hunting scene
with wild boar, dogs and a French chateau in the
background. 195 x 215 cm. £60.00 - £80.00

2429

A Rock Fighter MBK gent's bicycle. £20.00 £30.00

2460

A spelter figure of Cupid. 37 cm tall. £50.00 £80.00

2430

An old Centrum exercise bike. £10.00 - £20.00

2461

2431

A mid 20th century Terry exercise bike. £10.00 £20.00

A signed bust of a lady - D G Varenburg. 48 cm
tall. £300.00 - £400.00

2462

A Richard Aurili original statue of Psyche and
Cupid in terracotta, signed. 46 cm tall x 70 cm
wide. £300.00 - £400.00

2432

A mid 20th century oval oak framed bevel edged
mirror. £10.00 - £20.00

2433

A good solid Victorian mahogany drop leaf table.
£30.00 - £50.00

2434

A mahogany tripod table. £20.00 - £30.00

2435

A Chad Valley Super Show projector with
accessories. £20.00 - £30.00

2436

A large table top jewellery cabinet. £25.00 - £35.00

2437

A large Stilton dome, 25 cm tall. £25.00 - £35.00

2438

A mixed lot including oriental, cloissonne' and
enamel items. £15.00 - £25.00

2439

A Chad Valley Sting Ray Give a Show projector.
£20.00 - £30.00

2440

A white marble coffee table. £15.00 - £25.00

2441

A framed and glazed watercolour entitled
'Blaenaun' by William Gidwell. £20.00 - £30.00

2442

A Victorian metamorphic high chair. £30.00 £50.00

2443

A 1960's bedroom suite comprising wardrobe,
dressing table and chest of drawers. £30.00 £50.00

2444

2 volumes of Old and Modern Masters and another
art book. £15.00 - £25.00

2445

A Chad Valley Give a Show projector. £20.00 £30.00

2446

A Beatles Illustrated Lyrics puzzle. £15.00 - £25.00

2447

A circular table and 4 chairs. £20.00 - £30.00

2448

A brass standard lamp with shade. £20.00 - £30.00

2449

A lovely quality wooden standard lamp with shade.
£30.00 - £50.00
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